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The increasing penetration of renewable energy resources brings a number of 
uncertainties to modern power system operation. In particular, the frequent variation of 
wind or solar power output causes a short-term mismatch between generation and demand 
and system frequency fluctuation. The traditional approach to dealing with this problem is 
to increase the amount of system spinning reserve, which increases costs. In recent years, 
researchers have been actively exploring the utilization of residential and commercial loads 
in frequency regulation without affecting customers’ comfort level. This is called dynamic 
demand control (DDC). This dissertation describes an in-depth study of DDC for bulk 
power system frequency regulation, from both a technical and economic perspective. 
Fist, an analytical method was proposed for aggregating a multi-machine system 
frequency response (SFR) model. The SFR model can accurately represent the bus 
frequency response of small-scale systems and the center-of-inertia frequency of large 
systems. The method is a fast tool for simulating the system frequency response after a 
disturbance. Therefore, it has wide applications in power system dynamic studies and acts 
as a solid theoretical foundation for DDC studies. 
Second, DDC strategies for both primary and secondary frequency regulation were 
studied. The control strategy has the following features. 1) The target load reduction 
amount can be achieved in a decentralized manner, while the control parameters are 
updated by the control center. Therefore, the control strategy is easy to implement in the 
hardware. 2) The daily demand profiles of thermostatic loads are modeled. 3) The load 
recovery process is considered in the control strategy. Consequently, the aggregate loads 
v 
 
can provide flexible frequency control capability without causing significant power 
rebound. Therefore, demand side control is an essential compensation for traditional 
frequency regulation approaches and can improve the frequency response of the bulk 
power system. 
Furthermore, this dissertation also conducts an economic analysis on demand response 
(DR). Based on a large-scale customer survey, we estimate the expense of frequency 
regulation and peak load reduction via incentive-based demand response (IBDR). The 
results provide useful suggestions for utility companies when implementing IBDR 
programs. 
 
Key words: demand response, frequency regulation, system frequency response, 
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Chapter 1  
Introduction 
This chapter discusses the general techniques of demand side control for power system 
frequency regulation.Equation Chapter (Next) Section 1 
1.1 Overview 
One essential requirement for power system operation is to ensure the balance between 
power generation and demand in real time. As a result of the considerable unbalance 
between generation and demand, frequency instability is usually associated with poor 
coordination of control and protection equipment, insufficient generation reserves, and 
inadequacies in equipment responses [1]. In recent years, however, the increasing 
penetration of renewable energy resources and the development of the power market bring 
three challenges to frequency stability, which amplify the need for frequency regulation for 
both long-term (hourly) and short-term (minute to second timescale). Those challenges are 
as follows: 
 The intermittent nature of renewable energy causes a mismatch between power 
generation and demand [2]-[4], therefore, frequency fluctuation is more likely to 
happen than ever before; 
 Some synchronous generators are replaced by converter-based energy sources, which 
may decrease the mechanical inertia of the present system [4]-[6]; and 
 Hourly-based electricity market or system operations (like Union for the Coordination 
of Transmission of Electricity and Western Electricity Coordinating Council (WECC)) 
are likely to cause a mismatch between generation and load in the first few minutes of 
an hour [7]. 
In regard to the aforementioned problems, conventional thinking suggests that the 




mismatches, while new theories state that the system will be most efficient if the large 
mismatches, mainly due to wind power fluctuation in recent years, are minimized by 
suitable demand control [8]-[9]. Demand Response (DR) has been introduced to adjust 
demand-side power consumption whenever necessary. From the power system operation 
perspective, the essential purpose of DR is to reduce the amount of spinning reserve while 
maintaining frequency stability to improve the system. A wide variety of DR programs 
have been designed for peak load shaving and valley load filling, which can be regarded as 
mitigating long-term (usually 24 hours) frequency fluctuation. Based on the objective, DR 
programs can be divided into three categories: incentive-based programs that focus on a 
utility’s welfare [10]-[11], price-based programs that focus on customer’ welfare [12], and 
the hybrid programs that focus on both [13]. In all, study on DR applications for economic-
related issues began in the 1980s with many established research works. 
To mitigate short-term frequency fluctuation, turbine governor control and automatic 
generation control (AGC) are designed to automatically adjust the output power of 
generation units in order to compensate for power shortfalls or to avoid power surplus. On 
the demand side, under-frequency load shedding (UFLS), is activated as a protection 
approach when system frequency falls under a particular threshold (e.g., 59.30 Hz) [14]-
[15]. In 2007, J. A. Short proposed a new frequency regulation approach, named as 
dynamic demand control (DDC) [16]. Compared with conventional frequency regulations, 
DDC is superior for the following reasons: 
 Fast response: Compared with generator-side control, DDC can capture sudden 
frequency drops and restore the frequency faster than AGC, which typically takes 
several minutes [17]. 
 Flexibility: Compared with UFLS which is activated at a large frequency drop, DDC is 
more flexible because it is activated at a relatively small frequency drop with multiple 
frequency thresholds (e.g., 59.85 ~ 59.95Hz) [7], [18]. 
 Economic efficiency: A large number of controlled loads can emulate the frequency 
droop characteristic of a generation unit in order to mitigate frequency fluctuation, 
which is caused by short-period wind power shortage or generator outage [18]-[21]. 




requirement for spinning reserve capacity and further reduce the system operation costs 
[22]-[23]. 
In summary, DDC can be a useful compensation for conventional power system 
frequency regulation approaches. 
1.2 Brief Description of Frequency Regulation 
The mission of frequency regulation is to quickly respond to system frequency 
deviation by increasing or decreasing power generation or load demand to bring frequency 
back to a nominal value (50 or 60 Hz). This section first introduces the so-called load-
frequency control (LFC) model to illustrate the relationship between frequency and power 
unbalance, and then discusses the concept of frequency regulation in the industry. The 
model and concept are the theoretical basis of various DDC strategies that will be 
discussed in later chapters. 
1.2.1 Power system frequency response 
Consider a single-machine system in which the exciter is neglected. The rotating speed 
of the generator follows the 2
nd
 Newton Law. Applying small deviations around the 
nominal frequency, we have [24], 
( )
2 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )m d m d
d f t
H D f t P t P t P t P t
dt

                             (1.1) 
where Pm(t) is the generator mechanical power, Pd(t) is the load demand, and Δf(t) is the 
system frequency deviation (=f(t) – 60), all at time t. Note: Power and frequency variables 
are in per-unit values here. H is the inertia constant, denoting the kinetic energy at the rated 
speed divided by the rated power base. D is the system load damping coefficient which is 
expressed as a percent change in load for a 1% change in frequency. If we assume the pre-
disturbance state as the steady state, then the accelerating power (Pm – Pd) equals to the 
difference between the generation and demand power deviations from the steady state 
(∆Pm – ∆Pd). 
The complete LFC system is presented in Figure 1.1 [24]. When a step disturbance ∆PL 




modifies the power output of the prime mover Pm(t) to regulate system frequency. The 
prime mover model consists of the boiler, governor, and reheater. The governor and 
turbine transfer function are expressed by (1.2). The LFC system may include two types of 
generators: one does not participate in AGC, and its generation reference is determined by 
the economic dispatch (Load ref. 1 in Figure 1.1); the other one participates in AGC, and 
its generation reference is controlled by AGC center (Load ref. 2 in Figure 1.1). Both 
generators reserve a specified amount of capability such that they can perform frequency 
droop control. The system also includes the DDC, which acts as a “fast power compensator” 
in response to the frequency change. The formulation of D(s) is determined by the specific 
load control strategy. Because of the effect of the generator turbine inertia, droop value and 
load damping factor, the system frequency can experience a dynamic process and enter 





















                           (1.2) 
When the system consists of multiple generators, the parameters are aggregated from 
















































Table 1.1.  Typical parameters of LFC system. 
Parameter Typical value 
Governor time constant TG 
Steam chest time constant TC 
Reheat time constant TR 
High-pressure turbine fraction FH 
Inertia constant H 
Governor speed regulation droop R 









where Si is the rated apparent power of the i-th generator. 
In the ideal steady state, the system frequency is very close to the nominal value. In 
dynamic state, however, the real-time frequency differs with the electrical distance to the 
disturbance point. It is proven and observed that the frequency disturbance (or the so-called 
electromechanical dynamics) is propagated in the form of traveling waves through long 
transmission lines [26]-[28]. Different locations would have different frequency responses 
after a generator trip. The wave propagation speed is affected by the transmission line 
impedance, system inertia and line voltage ratings. The wave propagation speed varies 
from 500 to 700 miles/sec in transmission systems [29]. Therefore, within a system of 60 
miles (or 100 km) geographical size, the frequency is almost identical everywhere such 
that we can consider the global system frequency the same as a local frequency that is 
measured at the low-voltage side or the demand side. 
1.2.2 Description of power system frequency regulation 
Frequency regulation is an important ancillary service and can be generally classified 
into three categories [22], [30]: 
 Primary Frequency Regulation (PRFR): PRFR refers to governor control that adjusts 
the active power of generation units and the consumption of loads to arrest frequency 
variations within a few seconds. 
 Secondary Frequency Regulation (SCFR): SCFR refers to automatic generation 
control (AGC) that adjusts the active power output of generation units to bring system 




and it will sustain for 5~20 minutes. 
 Tertiary Frequency Regulation (TRFR): TRFR means manual changes in the 
dispatching and commitment of generation units (reacting in more than 15 minutes). 
TRFR is used to restore PRFR and SCFR reserves and to manage congestions in the 
transmission networks. 
In the practical ancillary market of different countries, different terminologies are used 
for frequency regulation. For example, PRFR are named as frequency response in North 
America, operating reserve in Britain and contingency service in Australia. The 
terminology details are summarized in [31]. The general scope of frequency regulation 
approaches is summarized in Figure 1.2, which includes both traditional approaches and 
emerging approaches. In particular, DDC has the advantage of faster responsive speed over 
traditional approaches and has received considerable attention [16]. Other emerging 
approaches include the control of renewable energy source [32]-[35], EV smart charging 
[36] and energy storage [37]-[39]. 
Figure 1.3 illustrates the frequency response of an actual generation outage in the UK 
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Figure 1.3.  Example of frequency response following a major generation outage. 
1.3 Responsive Load 
So-called “responsive loads” may adjust their operation status to provide reserves for 
frequency regulation based on locally measured system frequencies [7]. Since a power 
system with high renewable energy penetration has many short-term frequency variations 
with large mismatches (due to the high penetration of wind), responsive loads are expected 
to be large in order to provide reserves for frequency regulation. Conventionally, some 
large-scale industrial loads (i.e., aluminum smelting plants [41]) and agricultural loads 
such as water pumps [42] may participate in frequency regulation. However, this 
dissertation is focused on residential loads for DDC, including only some commercial 
loads. Generally, the ideal candidates among residential loads for frequency regulation 
should satisfy the following requirements: First, they must be in operation continuously or 
regularly, since frequency regulation is needed at all times; Second, a high power rating is 
needed in order to obtain a considerable total power compensation with a relatively low 
number of loads, which require a small number of controllers; Third, participating in 
frequency regulation should have little impact on customers’ comfort levels [43]. 
Therefore, electro-thermal and space-cooling loads, including electric water heaters 
(EWHs) and heating, ventilation and air-conditioners (HVAC), are considered perfect 
candidates due to their thermal inertias and high power ratings [44]. 
In contrast to generation spinning reserve, responsive loads are not always in operation. 
In particular, the operation cycles of EWHs and HVACs are determined by various 




respectively. Consequently, the available capacity of responsive loads in real time 
(PRL,avai(t)) is a stochastic variable, and it is smaller than the registered capacity of the loads 
(PRL,reg). Therefore, load behavior uncertainty should be assessed before designing a DDC 
strategy. This section will briefly discuss several important practical considerations for 
implementing DDC strategies. 
1.3.1 Classification of responsive loads 
Based on existing studies [7], [36], [45]-[46], responsive loads can be divided into four 
categories according to their control characteristics. 
Type I: This type is referred to as pure resistive loads for electric heating. A Type I load 
can immediately disconnect and reconnect to the grid when system frequency drops and 
recovers, respectively. Space heaters and EWHs are examples of Type I load. EWH has 
one or two resistive heating elements controlled by thermostats. The heating elements are 
switched on when the water temperature reaches a low setpoint, and switched off when the 
temperature reaches a high setpoint [47]. Although one EWH can provide at least 1.5 kW 
frequency reserve when staying on, its operation cycle is determined by customers’ 
random hot water consumption. Based on the heat transfer model of EWHs [48] (presented 
in Appendix A), a typical profile of the water temperature and on/off operating cycle is 
simulated, as shown in Figure 1.4. The figure indicates that a hot water consumption event 
makes the water temperature drop below the temperature lower limit. Then the EWH is 
switched on for some time in order to bring the water temperature to the normal value. 
Since taking a shower consumes more hot water than dishwashing, the EWH will be 
switched on for a longer time to recover the water temperature. Also, the water cools down 
0.3˚C per hour if hot water consumption does not happen and the heating element is off. 
Therefore, the customers’ comfort level will not be affected if EWHs are utilized for 
frequency regulation at the time scale of second to minutes. 
Type II: This type refers to compressor-based loads, which can be controlled by 
modifying the temperature setpoints [7], [16], [49]. Type II loads include HVACs, 
refrigerators/freezers, etc. Taking HVAC (in cooling mode) as an example, the on and off 



















                                      (1.4) 
where θ is the indoor air temperature. Based on the heat transfer model of HVACs [50] 
(presented in Appendix A), a typical profile of the indoor temperature and on/off operating 
cycle is simulated and presented in Figure 1.5. According to the figures, the operating 
cycle of HVACs (usually 1~2 hours) is much shorter than that of EWHs (around 10 hours). 










                                            (1.5) 
where kf is the coefficient of frequency change (ºC/Hz). We have kf < 0 when the HVAC is 
on cooling mode, meaning that the temperature setpoint is increased when the system 
frequency drops below the rated value. Similarly, we have kf > 0 when the HVAC is on 
heating mode. Hence, the power consumption of a large number of HVACs decreases and 
the frequency can be promoted accordingly. 
Type III: The variable speed heat pump (VSHP) is another type of compressor-based 
load. As mentioned in Appendix A, the Type II load has a constant heat transfer rate and 
compressor power (both in Watt) once it is switched on. By contrast, the heat transfer rate 
of a Type III load can be adjusted by the compressor variable-speed controller. Therefore, 





Figure 1.5.  Temperature and power demand profile HVAC (cooling mood). 
[45]. A data-driven dynamic model of VSHP is derived for demand control study [46]. In 
this model, the compressor rotor frequency (fc), the evaporator return water temperature 
(θwr), and the condenser ambient temperature (θamb) together determine the steady-state 
compressor power (PHP). It is given by 
HP f c amb amb wr wr offsetP k f k k k                                    (1.6) 
where the coefficients kf, kamb, kwr, and koffset are determined by a linear regression method. 
The reference power of VSHP (PHP_ref) can be modified according to the measured 
frequency deviation. The VSHP dynamic power with respect to the reference power signal 
is approximated by a first-order transfer function: 










                                    (1.7) 
where the coefficients HPn  and HPT  are typically determined by simulation. This model is 
able to approximate the aggregated dynamic response of a large number of VSHPs, 
regardless of their parameter difference. 
Type IV: Electric vehicles (EVs) can be regarded as Type IV loads, although some 
literature considers EVs as an energy storage unit for frequency regulation [36]. EVs can 
both charge and discharge, therefore they are able to provide both under- and over-




considering both the system frequency deviation and the state of charge (SOC) of the 
battery [36]. 
1.3.2 Assessment of responsive load uncertainty as frequency reserve 
In order to assess the effect of a DDC strategy on system frequency response, it is 
necessary to propose a probabilistic model to estimate PRL,avai(t). The operation cycles of 
two major responsive loads, EWHs and HVACs, are affected by hot water usage and 
ambient temperature, respectively. Based on the statistic hot water demand profile, a 
simulation of 10,000 EWHs is conducted [51]. The PRL,avai(t) profile with 5-minute 
resolution is shown in Figure 1.6. The figure indicates that PRL,avai(t) fluctuates over a day. 
In the morning and evening hours, hot water consumption is higher than other hours, 
consequently a larger portion of EWHs are switched on and the total power demand 
becomes high. In contrast, little hot water is consumed at midnight, consequently the total 
power demand is low. In this case, the 10,000 EWHs with PRL,reg(t) = 18MW can provide 
PRL,avai(t) = 0.95 ~ 5.2 MW throughout the day, or 2.0 ~ 5.2MW during the daytime (6:00 – 
24:00). Since the ratio between PRL,avai(t) and PRL,reg depends on the resident’s hot water 
consumption behavior, it can be diverse in different regions. Therefore, for the same 
frequency deviation occuring at different times of day in different regions, the system 
frequency response can be different even if we apply the same DDC strategy, due to the 
uncertainty of load availability. Similarly, given the outdoor temperature profile, the 
PRL,avai(t) parameter of aggregated HVACs can also be estimated. 
 
 




1.4 Dissertation Outline 
Chapter 2 summarizes the technical features and advantage/disadvantages of three types 
of DDC algorithms, namely centralized control, decentralized control and hybrid control. 
The technical and economic concerns of this research field are also discussed, which 
indicates the necessity of this research. 
Chapter 3 proposes an analytical method for aggregating the multi-machine system 
frequency response (SFR) model into a single-machine model. The verification study 
indicates that the proposed aggregated SFR (ASFR) model can accurately represent the 
multi-machine SFR model. The SFR model can support many research areas related to 
power system dynamics, such as frequency control, renewable energy integration and 
power system dynamic model reduction. In particular, the ASFR model is an important 
theoretical basis for the DDC study in latter chapters. 
Chapter 4 proposes a hybrid DDC strategy for the primary and secondary frequency 
regulation. The study is based on some idealized assumption that the responsive load is 
always available. 
Chapter 5 presents an in-depth study on DDC. In this chapter, the thermostatic load 
control strategy (TLC) is proposed, with the consideration of daily load profile and the 
progressive load recovery after disturbance. In particular, the control strategy is simulated 
for both step disturbance and ramp disturbance. Therefore, the result is closer to the 
industry application. 
In comparison with former chapers that are focused on technical aspect of DR, Chapter 
6 conducts an economic study of DR. A DR survey is designed considering the social-
behavioral factors. Then, the modeling of load profile is proposed for major home 
appliances, such as HVAC and EWH. Based on the survey result and the load profile 
model, we evaluate the potential of DR and the cost of reducing a particular amount of 




Chapter 2  
Literature Review 
This section reviews different categories of DDC strategies and compares their 
advantages and disadvantages. Then, the technical and economic concerns of this research 
field are also discussed.Equation Chapter (Next) Section 1 
2.1 Review and Comparison of Dynamic Demand Control Strategies 
Generally, a good control strategy should satisfy the following two “conflicting” 
requirements: 
 From the utility’s side: Maximizing the response speed of responsive loads and 
reducing the frequency regulation reserves at the generation side. 
 From the customer’s side: Minimizing the impact on the customer’s comfort level 
without reducing the appliance’s life span (e.g., repetitive off/on switches should be 
avoided). 
The control strategies are divided into three categories according to their means of 
communication: centralized control, decentralized control, and hybrid control, as illustrated 
in Figure 2.1. Hybrid control combines the features of centralized and decentralized control. 
In particular, hierarchical hybrid control is an effective approach to implementing large-
scale DDC for frequency regulation. In a hierarchical hybrid system, a number of 
responsive loads (1
st
 level) that are controlled by a load aggregator can emulate a generator 
with spinning reserve. Different load aggregators (2
nd
 level) can work either in 
communication with each other or in a decentralized way, as shown in Figure 2.1 (c). 
The previous literatures define DDC in different focus. Some literatures are focused on 
optimizing the frequency response curve, while ignoring methods for implementing a 
control strategy to achieve this “optimal” response [52]. In contrast, other literature focuses 



























(c) Hierarchical hybrid control  
Figure 2.1.  Communication structure of three control strategies. 
However, all these studies share a similar target: to make a large number of responsive 
loads to emulate the generator spinning reserve for PRFR and SCFR. Consequently, we 
can reduce the amount of spinning reserve in a system with high penetration of renewable 
energy. 
2.1.1 Centralized control 
In a centralized control scheme, the control center measures the system frequency 
deviation, determines the load regulation amount, and sends the control signal to a large 
number of responsive loads. This control requires a significant number of communication 
channels and has high cost but achieves accurate frequency response. For now, it is mostly 




be classified into two subcategories: the adaptive approach and the ΔPL-estimation 
approach. 
In the adaptive approach, at each time step, the controller measures the frequency and 
computes the load reduction accordingly until the frequency is restored. The specific 
method includes proportional-integral control [45]-[46], droop control [53]-[57], and a 
linear quadratic regulator (LQR) [52]. This approach does not estimate the disturbance 
magnitude ΔPL. S. A. Pourmousavi made a representative study [53]-[55]. The system 
frequency deviation is divided into three states: 0 (normal, |Δf| ≤ 0.05Hz), 1 (|Δf| > 0.05Hz), 
and 2 (|Δf| recovers from beyond 0.05Hz to within 0.05Hz). When there is a loss of 
generation bringing the frequency to state 1, the control center will gradually switch off the 
aggregated loads [53], [55]: 
% ( ) % ( 1)load loadP k P k f M                                          (2.1) 
where %Pload(k) is the percentage of remaining load at time step k with regard to the pre-
disturbance load, %Pload(0) (let %Pload(0) = 100), and M is the power-frequency droop 
factor. Once the frequency deviation is smaller than a specified threshold (entering state 2), 
the control center will minimize the amount of activated responsive loads [54], [55]: 
% ( ) 0.95 % ( 1)load loadP k P k                                        (2.2) 
In the ΔPL-estimation approach, ΔPL is estimated at the instant (t=0
+
) when the 
disturbance happens. Then, the control center directly manages the load reduction. Since 
the turbine governor control has not been activated at t=0
+
, ΔPL can be calculated if the 
system inertia H is known. In a single-area system, ΔPL is computed by the 1
st
 derivative 








                                              (2.3) 
In a multi-area system, ΔPLi, which represents the magnitude of the disturbance applied to 
area i, can be computed by the 2
nd
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                             (2.4) 
where ΔPtie,i is the total tie-line power change between area i and the other areas, and Tij is 
the tie-line synchronizing torque coefficient. After ΔPLi is estimated, some control 
algorithms are applied to improve the dynamic performance of the controller (e.g., fuzzy-
PI-based method [59]). 
Overall, centralized control strategies presented in the literature are quite diverse. This 
control requires two-way real-time communication, and the communication delay can 
degrade the dynamic performance of the control strategy to some degree [52], [55], [59]. 
Table 2.1 summarizes general information about the centralized control strategies, 
including the type of frequency regulation (FR), the type of responsive loads, and 
highlights of control strategies. 
2.1.2 Decentralized control 
In a typical decentralized control scheme, each load controller measures the local 
frequency on its own and then makes the switch-on/off decision. It can be proven both 
analytically and numerically that the system frequency at all buses will converge to a 
unique equilibrium after a disturbance. This conclusion provides decentralized control with 
a rigorous theoretical basis [60]-[61]. The previous study demonstrated that existing 
decentralized control strategies achieve smooth, fast frequency response under some 
idealized assumptions [7], [16]-[18], [42], [44]. The main advantage of the decentralized 
control is that it does not require communication devices. The disadvantage is that without 
a central organization or controller, the aggregated load response may result in an 
excessive or insufficient power response than what is needed. The reason for excessive or 
insufficient power response is that without knowing H, the measured frequency deviation 
cannot evaluate exactly how much of a power response is needed to regulate this 
disturbance. Below is a brief summary of several representative references. 
In Reference [7], Type I and Type II loads are controlled differently. After a frequency 

















Type III (1) A simplified dynamic VSHP model is developed. 
(2) A proportional-integral controller is applied to 
adjust the power consumption of VSHPs, emulating 
the PRFR and SCFR of generators. 
[53]-
[55] 
PRFR N/A* (1) When f drops, the aggregated loads are reduced at 
each time step to arrest the frequency drop. 
(2) When f recovers, the loads are gradually switched 
back on. 
[52] PRFR N/A (1) The system frequency response is modeled by 
state-space equations. 
(2) LQR algorithm is applied to optimize the dynamic 
response. 
(3) An analytical study is made on how DDC enhances 






N/A (1) Two groups of responsive loads participate in 
PRFR and SFR respectively. 
(2) The disturbance magnitude ∆PL (in MW) is 
estimated by (2.3). 
(3) Then, the load reductions of two groups are 






(1) The control strategy is focused on a multi-area 
system. 
(2) When frequency drops, ∆PL is estimated by (2.4). 
(3) The load reduction is implemented by the proposed 
fuzzy-PI-based method. 






consumption of Type II loads by modifying their temperature setpoints. Another control 
algorithm defines an “f-time” control region in the Δf-time plane [18], which can be 
regarded as a “two-dimension threshold”. If the coordinate point (Δf, the time duration of 
Δf) exceeds the rectangular boundary that indicates a sustained under-frequency or over-
frequency event, the frequency regulation will be activated and both Type I and Type 
IIloads will be switched off (or back on). As an extension of [18], the coordination of wind 
generator and DDC for PRFR is studied in [19]. Other studies [17], [42], [44] also 
proposed control strategies based on fixed or random frequency setpoint and time delay. 
Through these demand controls, the maximal frequency deviation is reduced, and the 
frequency recovery is accelerated after a disturbance event. In [62], however, a frequency-
dependent price signal is applied when there is a mismatch between load and generation. 
Then, the loads can autonomously adjust their behavior as defined by their bid functions. 
The loading levels are dependent on frequency, while the system welfare remains maximal. 
At time steps when loads are not used for frequency reserves, the price will be independent 
of the frequency. 
Based on the first-order heat transfer model (as presented in Appendix A), the authors 
in [63]-[64] proposed decentralized control strategies to make a large number of Type II 
loads to track the predetermined power profile, П(t), without violating the temperature 
constraint of [θlow, θhigh]. Built upon [64], the authors of [65] proposed two controllers for 
implementing П(t) for frequency regulation. Furthermore, the controllers were compared 
by a simulation study of a practical U.K. power system. The result concluded that when 
generator outages happen, the participation of aggregated loads can significantly promote 
the frequency nadir, especially in low-inertia regions. 
It can be concluded that most of the existing decentralized control strategies share three 
factors: state (usually 3 or 4 operation states), frequency (frequency thresholds) and time 
(time delay). Based on these three factors, a general template of the decentralized DDC is 
summarized in Figure 2.2. The related control parameters are listed in Table 2.2 [7], [18]. 
Note that in the literatures, some parameters such as fOFF and TdelayOFF are required while 
some parameters such as TminOFF are optional. In addition, either frequency setpoint or time 




State 0 (normal operation): load is on
f < fOFF?
State 1 (contingency): switch off loads with random TdelayOFF 
(Type I) or modify the temperature setpoint (Type II)
Yes
Yes
TmaxOFF expires or f > fON?
No
No
State 2 (Load recovery): switch back on loads 
with random TdelayON 
Disturbance occurs
Next time step
State 0 (normal operation)
 
Figure 2.2.  A general template of decentralized DDC for primary frequency regulation. 
Table 2.2.  Load controller parameters. 




Frequency setpoint for 
disconnection, fOFF 
F or R Threshold for switching off (or on) the 
load or modifying its power rating. 
Frequency setpoint for 
reconnection, fON 
F or R 
Time delay for 
disconnection, TdelayOFF 
F or R To avoid the simultaneous response of 
large amount of loads. 
Time delay for 
reconnection, TdelayON 
F or R 
Minimal disconnection 
time, TminOFF 




F To avoid loads from staying off for a 
long time. 
Coefficient of 
frequency change, kf 
F (i.e., 
20 ℃/Hz) 
To modify the temperature setpoints of 







frequency response. Consequently, the aggregated loads can emulate the droop 
characteristic of turbine governor controls. 
Based on the above discussion, we can compare the critical parameters (frequency 
threshold and time delay) of typical decentralized DDC strategies, as shown in Table 2.3. 
Note: in some papers Type I and Type II loads are controlled in different ways [7]; while 
in other papers both type of loads are controlled in an ON/OFF manner instead of 
modifying the temperature setpoints [18], [44]. 
In general, most studies in literature adopt residential loads for DDC, in which a load 
is turned on/off without modifying its supply voltage. According to [67], however, a group 
of non-critical commercial or industry loads can be exploited to provide frequency 
regulation if the supply voltage/frequency is controlled by power converters. The 
combination of a load and its power converter forms a so-called smart load, which can 
tolerate wide voltage/frequency variations for a short period of time. As shown in Figure 
2.3, the system voltage and frequency are Vs and fs, respectively. The converter can control 
the supply voltage (V) of static loads and supply frequency (f) of motor loads, respectively, 
in order to modify their power consumption for frequency regulation. The static loads are 
mainly lighting loads, while motor loads include Type III load and large water pumps. The 
commercial and industry loads have considerable frequency reserve due to their regular 
and predicable power profiles. Since there is no communication among different smart 


























































Highlights of control strategies and control 
parameters 
[7] PRFR Types I 
and II 
(1) Type I: Random f threshold, fOFF ≤ fON, and the 
controller acts with fixed TdelayOFF 





Type II Modify θlow and θhigh according to (1.5). 
[17] PRFR Type I Fixed f threshold, fOFF = fON; and the controller acts 
with random TdelayOFF 
[18] PRFR Types I 
and II 
For both types of loads: 
(1) Fixed f threshold for one type of load, and fOFF = 
fON; different f thresholds for different types of loads. 







For both types of loads: 
(1) Fixed f threshold, fOFF < fON, and the controller acts 
with random TdelayOFF 
(2) f thresholds are different for Type I&II. Type I 
loads deal with severe f disturbances while Type II 




Type II (1) Fixed frequency derivative (f’) threshold for 
determining whether to activate the controller. 
(2) The amount of load reduction is determined by 






2.1.3 Hybrid control 
Hybrid control was proposed in [68]-[71], combining the advantages of centralized and 
decentralized controls to some degree. The first hybrid control scheme is the “centralized 
parameter-setting, decentralized decision-making” control. In [68]-[69], a hybrid DDC was 
designed for PRFR and SCFR. The individual load controller measures the system 
frequency and makes the switch ON/OFF decision, which is similar to the decentralized 
control. The control parameters (e.g., fOFF and TdelayOFF) can be updated by the control 
center instead of being permanently programmed in the individual controller. The control 
center monitors the ON/OFF states of responsive loads and computes the control 
parameters. The main advantage of the hybrid control method is that the communication 
bit-rate requirement is much lower than in the centralized control method. 
The second hybrid control scheme is hierarchical control, also called distributed control 
[70]-[71]. A load aggregator controls hundreds of or thousands of loads in a centralized 
way, while the multiple load aggregators are controlled in a distributed way. The aim of 
this control is to ensure the equal participation of different load aggregators, which means 
that each load aggregator shares the same load increase/reduction ratio (µ) with respect to 
its PRL,avai(t) [71]. The parameter µ is initialized by the leader load aggregator (also called 
“virtual leader”) and communicated from one aggregator to another, as shown in Figure 
2.1 (c). For example, three load aggregators have a responsive load capacity of 1.0, 1.5 and 
2.0 MW respectively. When an under-frequency disturbance occurs, the control center 
determines that 1.8 MW of load reduction is needed. Then, each aggregator shares the 
same ratio 1.8/(1.0+1.5+2.0)=40% and reduces its load at the amount of 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8 
MW, respectively. 
The hybrid DDC strategy for coordinating the operation of multiple load aggregators 
was discussed in [71]. Taking the single-area case as an example, a general transfer 
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                           (2.5) 
where L
jP  is the load reduction of the j-th aggregator, and other parameters are defined in 
Section 2.1. Note: (2.5) can also be expressed in a matrix form [71], which is omitted here 
for simplicity. For a multiple-area control model, the tie-line power should also be 
considered as a control variable [1]. Then, a series of optimal control algorithms (e.g. 
pinning control) can be applied to adjust the control gain parameters in every time step 
[71]. The advantage of distributed control is higher frequency nadir, smaller frequency 
recovery time, and less activated loads. However, the reliability is a concern because the 
failure of one communication channel may cause many load aggregators to fail following 




2.2 Techno-Economic Concerns 
As reviewed in Section 2.1, the existing research on DDC strategies demonstrated good 
performance under idealized assumptions. However, if the control strategies were 
implemented in the real world, several practical concerns would have to be considered 
because they might degrade the performance of the DDC strategies that work well in the 
idealized cases. In addition to technical concerns, how DDC participates in ancillary 
market is also an important research topic. These techno-economic problems are a subject 
for future works related to DDC. 
2.2.1 Technical concerns of DDC application 
1) Communication delay: The length of time from when a request is made by a control 
center to when the responsive load receives the request and takes action based on it. 
With existing Internet infrastructure, a delay of around 500 milliseconds is achievable 
[53]. It has been proven by both simulation and analytical study that under the same 
DDC, the system frequency takes a longer time to recover if a communication delay 
exists [52], [55]. 
2) Temperature setpoint adjustment resolution: For Type II loads, it has been proposed 
that the thermostat setpoint adjustment (∆θs) be computed from the frequency 
deviation (given by (1.5)). However, this assumes that ∆θs is a continuous variable, 
which is infeasible for traditional thermostats [50]. One conservative assumption is 
that the thermostat has a temperature setpoint adjustment resolution, e.g., 0.3ºC or 0.5 
ºF. If that is the case, the ∆θs computed by a DDC algorithm will need to be rounded to 
integers of its resolution. This may cause considerable errors since the temperature 
band of controllable HVACs is in a small range, e.g. 3ºC or 5ºF. However, the 
resolution can be smaller in the future when the commercial thermostats are 
technically upgraded. 
3) Post-disturbance load recovery and oscillation prevention: Although much research 
has focused on switching off responsive loads when a disturbance occurs, the load 
recovery after a disturbance is cleared or compensated has not been fully explored, 




of HVACs’ temperature setpoints can achieve the desired load reduction in a short 
time [7], [16], long term simulation indicates that the ON/OFF cycles of HVACs tends 
to synchronize operation cycles, which causes serious power rebound and 
consequently, frequency oscillation [63]-[64]. Therefore, it is essential to study how to 
modify the temperature setting of Type II loads to achieve a continuous smooth 
response. 
To summarize, future DDC strategies should be more comprehensive and practical in 
consideration of the aforementioned technical concerns. 
2.2.2 Economic concerns 
Similar to generators, DDC is technically able to participate in frequency ancillary 
service markets [72]-[74]. The implementation of DDC for frequency regulation also 
involves several marketing and economic issues. Therefore, future works can be extended 
in the following aspects: 
1) Participation in ancillary service markets: Due to the small power rating of residential 
loads, most end users do not directly participate in the ancillary market. Generally, a 
load serving entity (LSE) aggregates end users and then participates in the market [75], 
while end users receive a reward by adjusting their loads for frequency regulation 
whenever needed. Therefore, it is important to design an effective reward mechanism 
to stimulate end user participation while maintaining an appropriate expense paid by 
LSEs [76]. 
2) Economic evaluation: In addition to the technical study of DDC, it is also necessary to 
thoroughly evaluate its economic advantages over conventional frequency control. For 
an LSE, the long-term expense of implementing DDC consists of two parts: reward 
payments to customers for their frequency regulation service; and the expense of 
building control center (for centralized and hybrid control) and installing controllers 
for end users [75]. 
3) Comparison with alternative approach (energy storage): Dynamic control of energy 
storage units is an alternative way to mitigate the fluctuation of renewable generation 




controlled (charge/discharge) in a decentralized way to facilitate system operation [36]. 
Control methods for energy storage are similar to DDC, but energy storage is more 
expensive and powerful. It can not only supply electricity to the grid but also absorb 
the redundant portions of renewables which would otherwise be curtailed. Hence, as it 
is for frequency regulation, it is recommended to perform a techno-economic 
comparison of using DDC versus using energy storage for certain application 
scenarios. 
2.2.3 Summary of DDC research scheme 
Based on the theoretical analysis discussed in Sections 1.2 and 1.3, and control 
strategies in 2.1, respectively, we can conclude a general scheme for designing and 
implementing a DDC strategy, as shown in Figure 2.5. The entire scheme consists of three 
parts: 
 Input information: both the power system electric model and the responsive load 
behavior model should be established; 
 Control strategy: the traditional generation side control should be considered when 





 Network structure model
 Generator dynamic model
 Non-responsive load: lumped as a 
static load at each bus
 Responsive load: Type I, Type II or 
Type III load
 AGC control
 Turbine governor control
 Bus frequency
 Generator power response
 Aggregated load power response
 From customers  aspect: payment to 
responsive load for providing ancillary 
service
 From utility s aspect: ancillary 
service cost reduction with the DDC 
application





 EWH: based on hot water usage 
profile
 HVAC: based on outdoor tempera-
ture profile
Input information Control strategy Output information
Coordinate
 




 Output information: both technical performance and economic benefit are worth being 
evaluated. 
Overall, the nature of the DDC problem can be summarized as this: to identify the 
system frequency deviation and to “organize” a large population of responsive loads such 
that they can emulate a single large generator for frequency regulation. Although the 
behavior of an individual load is stochastic, thousands of loads can display statistically 
predictable patterns due to the large population of potential controllable loads. The 
“control” concept in DDC is different from generator droop control, wind turbine control, 
etc., in that the control subject is a number of small-scale devices instead of a single, or a 
limited number of, large devices. The available capacity of response loads should not be a 
constant value. This feature was not particularly addressed in previous works and should 




Chapter 3  
Analytical Method to Aggregate Multi-Machine SFR 
Model with Applications in Power System Dynamic 
Studies 
The SFR model describes the average network frequency response after a disturbance 
and has been applied to a wide variety of dynamic studies. However, the traditional 
literature does not provide a generic, analytical method for obtaining the SFR model 
parameters when the system contains multiple generators. In this chapter, an analytical 
method is proposed for aggregating the multi-machine SFR model into a single-machine 
model. The verification study indicates that the proposed aggregated SFR model can 
accurately represent the multi-machine SFR model. Furthermore, the detailed system 
simulation illustrates that the SFR model can also accurately represent the average 
frequency response of large systems for power system dynamic studies. Finally, three 
applications of the proposed method are explored: system frequency control, frequency 
stability, and dynamic model reduction. 
3.1 Introduction 
Power system frequency stability can be challenged by such significant disturbances as 
a generator unit trip, a sudden heavy load change, or a system islanding event that is 
caused by a tie-line trip [24]. Following such disturbances, the system frequency 
experiences a drop, reaches the nadir and then enters a new equilibrium point (fnep) below 
the nominal value (i.e., 60Hz). During this process, there are several indices for describing 
the dynamic performance of a system, including the frequency nadir (fnadir), time to reach 




A low-order SFR model is proposed in [25]. The model represents the average response 
of all generators following a load-generation unbalance. However, the process of 
computing the equivalent model parameters if the system consists of multiple machines 
with heterogeneous parameters is not made clear. It is true that system identification is a 
useful approach if the high-resolution frequency response data is available. Numerical 
simulation studies and operators’ experience can also be applied to obtain the parameters 
[77]-[78]. However, since the number of integrated generators is always changing due to 
unit-commitment, the computation workload will be extremely high if we use the system 
identification method many times. In short, there is a lack of analytical method for 
aggregating multi-machines to a single-machine SFR model with high accuracy, which is 
the initial motivation for this research work. 
The SFR model can be applied to a wide variety of studies related to power system 
dynamics, as follows: 
1) Demand response for frequency regulation: References [79]-[81] evaluate the impact 
of under-frequency load shedding (UFLS) on the frequency response based on a multi-
machine SFR (MM-SFR) model. Compared with a severe disturbance that triggers the 
UFLS, frequency control strategies deal with smaller frequency disturbances. It has 
been proposed that DDC participate in frequency regulation [45], [52], [71], [82], [83]. 
Based on the MM-SFR model, a state-space equation has been established and a robust 
control algorithm adopted to optimize the frequency response [71]. In a system with 
many generators, however, the state-space equation is of high order due to the presence 
of a large number of machines. This situation challenges the implementation of the 
frequency regulation algorithms because online computation is required. 
2) Frequency stability analysis: In recent years, some conventional generators have been 
replaced by renewable energy sources, which lower system mechanical inertia and 
capability of frequency regulation [84]-[88]. In particular, with the same amount of 
generation outage, fnadir will be lower and closer to the UFLS threshold [89]. The 
maximum renewable energy source penetration should be determined based on the 
system frequency security criterion [90]. The SFR model can provide a fast and 




3) Coherency-based dynamic model reduction: In industry applications, power utilities 
usually employ the reduced model instead of the full model for dynamic security 
assessment. For instance, the widely-used 179-bus Western Electricity Coordinating 
Council (WECC) system is reduced from the original 10,000+ bus transmission system 
based on the concept of coherency and generator aggregation. The dynamic model 
reduction involves the aggregation of turbine governors. The proposed method is an 
effective tool for this task. 
To summarize, we desire to aggregate the MM-SFR model into a single-machine model, 
which is called an aggregated SFR (ASFR) model, this will make it more convenient to 
implement the above studies. 
In addition, SFR is a simplification of the detailed power system model, which consists 
of exciters, synchronous generators, network topology, and ZIP loads. Therefore, it is 
reasonable that the frequency output of the SFR model contains some errors. First, inter-
machine frequency oscillation exists in the multi-machine system [91]. Second, the 
exciter’s voltage control and voltage-dependent loads can also affect frequency response 
[92]. Following from these factors, the frequency response of the SFR model has some 
error if compared with that of the detailed system model. This issue has not been 
thoroughly discussed in the previous works such as [25] or [93]. It is necessary to conduct 
a comprehensive analysis on the accuracy of the SFR model for representing the detailed 
system. This also provides the theoretical foundation for the aforementioned research 
topics. 
Based on the above discussions and motivations, this chapter proposes an ASFR model 
and verifies it by large-scale system simulation. The model is an extension of P. M. 
Anderson’s work in [25] and is helpful in power system dynamic studies. 
3.2 Description of Inter-Machine Oscillation 
This section provides an overview of inter-machine oscillation, which describes the 
dynamic behaviors of multiple generators that are caused by a system’s sudden power 
unbalance. The theory is described in [91]. An understanding of this theory is helpful to 




At any instant, the electric power produced by the generators should be equal to the 
power consumed by the load. When a disturbance (e.g., a large generator outage) occurs, a 
power unbalance is formed between generation and network consumption. However, the 
RoCoF of each generator is not identical because each one covers different portions of the 
power unbalance. 
3.2.1 Swing equation of a single machine 
The swing equation (1.1) was introduced in Section 1.2.1. It is recalled here. 
( )
2 ( ) ( ) ( )m d
d f t
H D f t P t P t
dt
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                                      (3.1) 
3.2.2 Equivalent parameter of multi-machine system 
In the multi-machine system, the frequency response of each generator is not 
necessarily identical. Therefore, to derive a swing equation for the system, we should 
define an equivalent generator that reflects the average behavior of all the generators. This 
generator is called the center of inertia (COI) [94]-[95]. According to the definition of the 
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where Si is the rated apparent power of the generator #i, and Ssys is the sum of the system 
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3.2.3 Power unbalance at t = 0+ 
Immediately after the moment of the disturbance (at t=0
+
), the turbine governor control 
has not yet taken effect. The power unbalance is distributed among the generators 
according to their synchronizing power coefficients (Psij) [91]. As is shown in Figure 3.1, 
at t = 0, the disturbance ∆PL at Bus k causes a change of the voltage phasor at Bus i. Then, 
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                                              (3.5) 
where ΔPdi(0
+
) is the power unbalance share of generator i. The coefficient Psik is defined 
as 
0 0( cos sin )sik i k ik ik ik ikP VV B G                                      (3.6) 
where Vi and Vk are the voltage magnitude of bus i and k, respectively. Bik and Gik are the 
real and imaginary parts of the admittance between bus i and k. δik0 is the pre-disturbance 
angle difference between bus i and k. For each generator, substituting (3.5) into (3.1), we 
can find the initial RoCoF [91]: 
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According to (3.6), the machines that have a smaller electrical distance from the point 
of disturbance will pick up the greater share of the power unbalance ΔPL due to its larger 
admittance. Consequently, the closer generators will have larger RoCoF at the instant the 
disturbance occurs. 
3.2.4 Oscillation and power unbalance after t = 0+ 
During a very short period after t=0
+
, the impact of the turbine governor control is 
negligible. Each generator shares ΔPsys according to its inertia. Then, the share of power 
unbalance is determined by (3.8) [91]: 
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                                              (3.8) 
For a generator, ΔPdi(t) is not necessarily equal to ΔPdi(0
+
) because its Psik and Hi may 
take different portions of the entire system parameter. Thus, right after 0
+
, the power 
unbalance share of generator i gradually changes from ΔPdi(0
+
) to ΔPdi(t). In this process, 
the generators may exchange real power with each other, which is called inter-machine 
oscillation [97]. After several seconds, the oscillation decays and the frequency at all buses 
gradually becomes identical [91]. 
3.3 Single-machine SFR Model 
The complete SFR model is presented in Figure 3.2 (a). The parameters are listed in 
Table 3.1 [24], [25], [98]. Since TG and TC are much smaller than TR, we can simplify the 
SFR model by neglecting these two parts [25]. Then, the low-order SFR model is shown in 
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where the natural oscillation frequency ωn and the damping ratio ζ are calculated from the 
















































Figure 3.2.  Single-machine SFR transfer function model. 
 
Table 3.1.  Typical ranges of SFR model parameters. 
Parameter Typical value 
Governor time constant TG 
Steam chest time constant TC 
Reheat time constant TR 
High-pressure turbine fraction FH 
Inertia constant H 
Governor speed regulation R 






























                                        (3.10) 
The time-domain frequency deviation, ∆f (= f – frated), is obtained by inverse Laplace 
transform: 
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At the frequency nadir, the derivative of the frequency curve should be 0, as shown in 
Figure 3.3. In other words, at fnadir, we should have the very first instance of f’(t) = 0. 
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Thus, substituting (3.14) to (3.11) gives the frequency deviation. Since ∆fnadir = fnadir – 
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Therefore, the frequency nadir can be calculated by (3.15) instead of performing the 
time-domain simulation. It clearly indicates that ∆fnadir and ∆fnep are proportional to ∆P. In 
a practical system, however, the premise of making use of (3.13)-(3.16) is that the multiple 
machines with various parameters can be aggregated to a single machine. 
3.4 Analytical Method to Aggregate SFR Model 
Based on the works in [25], this section demonstrates how to aggregate the MM-SFR 
model to the ASFR model. The method is validated by the mathematical proof. 
3.4.1 Formulation of the ASFR model 
In Figure 3.4 (a), the droop value Ri is correlated to Si (after reaching the steady state, 
∆Pmi=Si·∆f/Ri). The multiple turbine governors are also summed up with a constant gain 
Kmi=Si/Ssys, which represents the portion of rated power of machine i with respect to the 
whole system. The equivalent droop value R is given by (3.17) [24]: 
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where the equivalent gain is defined as κi = Kmi/Ri. In the ASFR model (shown in Figure 
3.4 (b)), the four equivalent parameters (TG, TC, TR and FH) represent the combined effect 
of N turbine governors. To simplify the description, we define the normalized gain λi of 
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According to the red dashed blanket in Figure 3.4, the transfer function of a single 
machine can represent that of multiple machines. Then, (3.20) can be deducted (the detail 
is presented in Appendix A). 
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Traditionally, the parameters X = {TG, TC, FH, TR} can be obtained by system 
identification [77]. The principle of system identification is to find the optimal X, with the 
objective that the equivalent machine output approximates the output of all machines as 
closely as possible, if the same ∆f is input [77]. This paper, however, proposes an 
analytical method for calculating X. Since a larger λi value means that generator #i has a 
larger rated power and more sensitive frequency droop, it has a larger impact on the 
equivalent X. Therefore, it is reasonable to guess that the ASFR model parameters are 
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The following sections will prove that the ASFR model parameters can be calculated by 




To simplify the proof work, the transfer function is split into two parts with proper 
coefficients AR and AG. It can be verified in Appendix A that the error of this representation 
is not significant: 
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                 (3.22) 
Therefore, (3.20) is also split into equations, given by (3.23) and (3.24). We only need 
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3.4.2 Mathematical validation 
In this paper, (3.23) and (3.24) are proven by the mathematical induction method, which 
consists of two steps. 
1) Two-machine case: The first step is to consider the simplest case, N=2. The problem 
is formulated as: proving the magnitudes of the error functions eR(s) and eG(s) are 
negligible, where eR(s) is defined as 
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where 
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Similarly, eG(s) is defined as 
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First, we analyze the frequency characteristic of eR(s). Expanding PR(s) gives the 
expression of polynomial coefficients ai (i = 0, 1, 2, 3). Based on (3.19) and (3.21) in N = 2 
case, we can simplify the expression of ai (the detailed deduction is presented in Appendix 
A). Then, we have 
0 3 0a a                                                     (3.28) 
Two non-zero terms are a1 and a2. Although they depend on the turbine governor 
parameters, we can determine their upper bound and compare them with b1 and b2. 
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The upper bound of |a1| is determined: 
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                                    (3.31) 
The expression of a2 is the most complex one. We can determine its upper-bound by 
amplifying the expression: 
2 2
2 1 20.25 ( ) 0.25 (14 6) 16R Ra T T                                      (3.32) 
Expanding QR(s) gives the expression of polynomial coefficients bi (i = 0, 1, 2, 3). 
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Equations (3.31)-(3.33) indicate that a1, a2 are more sensitive to |FH1–FH2| and |TR1–TR2| 
than b1, b2. Therefore, the “worst case” that maximizes the ratios |a1/b1| and |a2/b2| is: 
λ1=λ2=0.5, meanwhile |FH1–FH2| and |TR1–TR2| reaches the maximum. For example, TR1=14, 
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                                         (3.35) 
Equations (3.34) and (3.35) indicate that the magnitude of the error function is much 
smaller than 1. Then, we define the per-unit error function eR,pu(s), which means the error 
of ∆Pm that is caused by the ASFR model. 
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                            (3.36) 
Let s = jω, where ω is the oscillation frequency in rad/s. The frequency characteristic of 
eR,pu(s) is calculated for discrete values of frequency from 0.01-1Hz, as presented in Figure 
3.5. The damped frequency ωr of the SFR model is usually less than 0.5rad/s (≈0.08Hz) 
[25]. Therefore, the magnitude of eR,pu(s) is less than 5.5% according to Figure 3.5. 
However, the magnitude of eR,pu(s) will significantly decrease if |FH1 – FH2| and |TR1 – TR2| 
become smaller. Therefore, the “N=2” case of (3.23) is proven. 
Second, we analyze the frequency characteristic of eG(s) in a similar way. In PG(s), the 
only non-zeros term is c2. The upper bound is 
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Figure 3.5.  Frequency characteristic of eR,pu(s). 
Therefore, we can approximately consider that the upper bound of the error function 
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Since the transfer function of two series-connected inertia elements is a linear combination 
of them, given by (3.40), equation (3.24) is also proven. 
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Based on the above analysis, (3.21) is proven for the “N=2” case. 
2) Multi-machine case: The second step is to prove the multiple-machine case. The 
main idea is to “merge” the machines one by one. Here we take the parameter TR as an 
example for illustrating the method. As is shown in Figure 3.6, assume the former k 
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Figure 3.6.  Flowchart of aggregating the time constant. 
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If a system consists of N machines, we assume that the former k (k<N) machines have 
been merged as a k-th equivalent machine. If we consider this as the “k-subsystem” of the 
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If the (k+1)-th machine is merged, the resulting “(k+1)-subsystem” consists of two parts: 
the previous k-subsystem and the (k+1)-th machine, shown in the red dashed circle of 
Figure 3.6. Then, the base power of the (k+1)-subsystem is updated. The equivalent gain κi 
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Based on (3.44), the equivalent reheat time constant of the (k+1)-subsystem can be 
deducted: 
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                    (3.45) 
By following similar steps until k+1 = N, all the machines are then merged into one 
equivalent machine. Therefore, (3.21) is proven for any N value because it can satisfy (3.20) 
with considerable accuracy. In the same way, other parameters FH, TG and TC of the ASFR 
model can be proven. 
Admittedly, each merging step can cause errors. After many steps of merging, we have 
λΣk >> λk+1. According to (3.31) and (3.32), a1 and a2 will be very small and XR(k+1) will not 
fluctuate much in each merging step. Then, the accumulative error will finally converge. 
Although it is impossible to accurately estimate the upper-bound of the error, this section 
provides a method to illustrate which is the “worst case” that results in the maximal ∆Pm 





3.4.3 Discussions on the SFR model 
The SFR model is mainly based on turbine governor control, which modifies the 
mechanical power output of the prime mover according to the rotor-angle speed deviation. 
Overall, the SFR model extracts the turbine governor and frequency-dependent load from 
the detailed power system. It neglects those elements that do not directly affect the 
generator mechanical power output, including the exciter, synchronous generator, and 
voltage-dependent loads. The SFR model can be used to analyze the dynamic behavior of 
multi-machine systems. However, it should be noticed that there are some intrinsic 
limitations in the SFR model because the following factors are neglected: 
 Turbine governor nonlinearity: The traditional SFR model is an idealized model which 
ignores the frequency deadband and maximal turbine governor response. In North 
America, the frequency deadband is ±0.03 or ±0.04Hz and the maximal response is 
usually 6% of the generator rated power [99]. For some generators, the percentage of 
maximal response can be higher due to the operators’ setting [100]. Thus, we can add a 
limiter to the SFR model at the ∆Pm output terminal if a more accurate simulation 
result is needed. 
 Inter-machine oscillation: In the MM-SFR model, all the turbine governors are 
preserved while the inertia constants are aggregated [25]. Also, the network model is 
ignored. Therefore, the SFR can only represent the average system frequency because 
the frequency oscillation depends on both the network topology and each generator’s 
inertia constant. 
 The impact of a voltage-dependent load: The power unbalance causes not only a 
frequency deviation but also a voltage deviation. These two deviations in turn affect the 
power consumption of frequency- and voltage-dependent loads. Therefore, neglecting 
the voltage-dependent load brings a little error to the frequency [92]. 
 The impact of network loss variation: The network loss may also change after a 
disturbance. Then, ΔPL slightly differs from the generator outage or load increase 
amount. Consequently, fnep estimated by the SFR model is slightly different from fnep 




Based on the above limitations, it can be expected that the dynamic frequency generated 
by the SFR model may have a little error from the detailed system model, both in a 
dynamic state and in a steady state. The next section will evaluate through simulation 
studies whether the errors are significant. 
3.5 Simulation Study 
The performance of the proposed model is verified in this section. The simulation study 
will compare three dynamic models, which are named Level 1, 2 and 3, according to the 
degree of simplification: 
 ASFR model (Level 1): includes an aggregated turbine governor element and the total 
inertia; 
 MM-SFR model (Level 2): includes turbine governor element and the total inertia; 
 Detailed system model (Level 3): includes network topology, turbine governor, exciter, 
and a synchronous generator. 
The SFR model is simulated by the Matlab-Simulink with a time step of 0.01s, while 
the detailed system is simulated by the Matlab-based PSAT software package [101]. 
3.5.1 The ASFR model v.s. MM-SFR model 
The MM-SFR and ASFR model are shown in Figure 3.4 (a) and Figure 3.4 (b), 
respectively. In this section, we verify the proposed aggregation method by simulating a 6-
machine system. Since the model parameters X can be any values within the normal range 
(listed in Table 3.1), we should simulate the worst case that maximizes the frequency nadir 
error. If a system contains a large number of generators, the distribution pattern of X can be 
classified into three cases: 
Case 1 (Parameter evenly distributed): The parameters are listed in Table 3.2. 
Case 2 (Parameter saddleback-shaped distributed): The X value of most machines is 
close to its upper bound or lower bound. The parameters of a 6-machine system are listed 




Table 3.2.  Parameters of 6-machine SFR model-Case 1*. 
Gen. No. Km TG (s) TC (s) TR (s) FH (pu) 1/R λ 
1 0.14 0.20 0.37 10.5 0.28 13.33 0.113 
2 0.18 0.12 0.24 9 0.17 10 0.109 
3 0.19 0.27 0.41 6 0.23 20 0.230 
4 0.22 0.30 0.48 14 0.32 16.67 0.222 
5 0.14 0.22 0.36 12 0.39 20 0.169 
6 0.13 0.19 0.21 8.5 0.24 20 0.157 
Equivalent 1.00 0.231 0.363 10.0 0.278 16.5 1.00 
* H=4.96s, D=1.2. 
Table 3.3.  Parameters of 6-machine SFR model-Case 2*. 
Gen. No. Km TG (s) TC (s) TR (s) FH (pu) 1/R λ 
1 0.14 0.16 0.27 6 0.19 13.33 0.113 
2 0.18 0.19 0.23 7.5 0.17 10 0.109 
3 0.19 0.17 0.22 6.5 0.22 20 0.230 
4 0.22 0.24 0.42 12 0.39 16.67 0.222 
5 0.14 0.26 0.49 14 0.36 20 0.169 
6 0.13 0.29 0.46 13.5 0.35 20 0.157 
Equivalent 1.00 0.221 0.355 10.1 0.293 16.5 1.00 
* H=4.96s, D=1.2. 
Case 3 (Parameter olive-shaped distributed): The X value of most machines is close to 
the average value. According to the analysis in Section 3.4.2, Case 3 is not the worst case 
because X falls within a more narrow range than the other two cases. Thus, the simulation 
of Case 3 is neglected. 
In the bottom row of Table 3.2 and Table 3.3, the equivalent parameters are calculated 
by equations (3.17), (3.18) and (3.21). In addition, the practical prime movers are classified 
as “with reheater” and “no reheater” types, which are adopted by different literatures [69], 
[71]. In this section, we set all TR and FH to 0 when simulating the “no reheater” type. 
In simulation Case 1, we apply a step disturbance of ∆P = 0.05Ssys to the 6-machine 
system and obtain the frequency deviation and mechanical power deviation. Note: the ∆Pm 
curve of the MM-SFR model is the sum of 6 generators. Figure 3.7 is the comparison of 
“with reheater” SFR models. Figure 3.8 is the comparison of “no reheater” SFR models. 






Figure 3.7.  Frequency & generation response of the ASFR model of Case 1 (with reheater 
model). 
 



















                                               (3.47) 
where the head sign means the value is estimated by the ASFR model. It should be noticed 




the inverse Laplace Transformation [102]. The frequency nadir errors are summarized in 
Table 3.4, which indicates that the error in Case 2 is slightly higher than in Case 1. 
However, the frequency nadir errors are generally very small even for the two worst cases 
(|errf|<1% and |errt|<2%). Then, we can conclude that the errors of all other cases are 
almost within this threshold. Based on the mathematical proof in Section 3.4 and the 
simulation study of a “bad” case, we can conclude that the ASFR model can replace the 
MM-SFR model with high accuracy. 
Furthermore, a worse-than-normal case is also simulated in order to verify the 
robustness of the ASFR model. As shown in Table 3.5, the two main parameters TR and FH 
range from 4~19 and 0.09~0.55, respectively. Note that these ranges exceed the normal 
parameter range. 
With the same disturbance ∆P = 0.05p.u., Figure 3.9 shows the frequency and generator 
power response. The relative errors are: errf = -1.05%, errt = 1.72%. Therefore, the 
simulation result is accurate even if the value range is wide, and it is reliable to use the 
analytical method to aggregate the MM-SFR model to an ASFR model. 
In addition, some references [25], [93] claim that TG and TC can be neglected in the SFR 
model (“with reheater” type) due to their small values. A simulation study between low- 
 
Table 3.4.  Error summary of simulation cases. 
Types With reheater Non-reheater 
errf errt errf errt 
Case 1 -0.77% 1.26% -0.75% -0.33% 
Case 2 -0.89% 1.71% -0.95% -0.36% 
 
Table 3.5.  Parameters of 5-machine SFR model. 
Gen. No. Km TG (s) TC (s) TR (s) FH (pu) 1/R λ 
1 0.11 0.20 0.37 8 0.28 13.33 0.091 
2 0.18 0.12 0.24 14 0.09 10 0.111 
3 0.21 0.26 0.21 4 0.55 20 0.258 
4 0.36 0.21 0.35 19 0.27 16.67 0.369 
5 0.14 0.16 0.31 11 0.41 20 0.172 






Figure 3.9.  Frequency & generation response of an ASFR model. 
order and full-order SFR model is done with the parameters in Table 3.2. As is shown in 
Figure 3.10, the low-order model results in an errf of more than 10%. Therefore, the low-
order SFR model is more suitable for analytical and qualitative studies. 
3.5.2 The ASFR Model vs. small-scale detailed system model 
The SFR model is compared with an IEEE 14-bus, 5 machine system, as shown in 
Figure 3.11. The turbine governor parameters are listed in Table 3.6. We still apply a 
sudden load increase of ∆P = 0.05Ssys to both models. The computation time of the ASFR 
model is less than 0.5s, while that of the detailed model is 33s. 
 
 





















Figure 3.11.  IEEE 14-bus testing system. 
Table 3.6.  Parameters of 5 turbine governors. 
Gen. No. Km TG (s) TC (s) TR (s) FH (pu) 1/R λ 
1 0.469 0.2 0.33 10 0.23 25 0.564  
2 0.25 0.13 0.25 12 0.21 20 0.240 
3 0.188 0.22 0.26 14 0.35 12.5 0.113 
4 0.047 0.24 0.37 8 0.29 16.7 0.038 
5 0.047 0.18 0.25 9 0.2  20 0.045 
Equivalent 1.00 0.186 0.301 10.8 0.240 20.8 1.00 
 
Scenario 1: As is presented in Figure 3.12 (a), the frequency response curves obtained 
by the two models are quite close. The relative errors are errf = -4.41% and errt = 5.27%, 
respectively. Right after the disturbance, the frequency responses of the separate buses are 
slightly different (shown in the dashed green blanket), which is caused by the inter-
machine oscillation. There is also a 3.35% (0.0028Hz) error with ∆fnep. According to the 
discussion in Section 3.4.3, system power loss can increase slightly after a sudden load 
increase of 0.05Ssys, and the equivalent ∆P in the ASFR model should be slightly larger 
than “0.05p.u.”. Since we still take ∆P = 0.05p.u. in the ASFR model, the resulting fnep is 






(a) Without DR 
 
(b) With DR 
Figure 3.12.  Frequency response of ASFR model and IEEE 14-bus detailed system. 
Scenario 2: We further verify the accuracy of the ASFR model by including demand 
side control. The first case shows that a load reduction of 0.03Ssys is activated at 2.8s, while 
the second case shows that the same load reduction is activated at 4.0s. The results of both 
cases are presented in Figure 3.12 (b). Based on the two scenarios, the factors (discussed in 
Section 3.4.3) do not have significant impact on the accuracy of the ASFR model. 
3.5.3 ASFR model v.s. large-scale detailed system model 
In this section, a 179-bus, 29-machine U.S. simplified WECC system is simulated. The 
geographic diagram of the testing system is shown in Figure 3.13. In this system, the 
system base power Ssys is 130.5GVA, and the total loading level is 60.9GW. The 





Figure 3.13.  WECC 179-bus testing system. 
 
Figure 3.14.  Distribution of turbine governor parameters. 
large system, we can divide the TR-FH plane into nine sub-regions. In each sub-region, 
since TR and FH are within a narrow range of 3s and 0.1 (as the dashed line shows), 




expect that no matter how many machines are aggregated, the indices errf and errt will not 
be obviously larger than the 6-machine system. 
We apply a sudden load increase of 0.2%Ssys at a bus near Los Angeles and observe the 
frequency response of three representative load buses according to their distance from Los 
Angeles: Los Angeles (nearby), Phoenix (medium), and Portland (far). Meanwhile, the 
equivalent parameters are fed into the ASFR model. The frequency responses of two 
models are presented in Figure 3.15. We have the following observations. 
 As shown in Figure 3.15 (a), the frequency responses at different buses have significant 
differences. At more distant buses, the frequency drops more slowly after the 
disturbance, because the remote generators have a smaller share of power unbalance at 
 
 
(a) Three typical bus frequency 
 
(b) COI frequency 




the time instant t = 0
+
, according to the discussion in Section 3.2.3. Therefore, the large 
system has more significant inter-machine oscillations. 
 In a large-scale system, fCOI (calculated by (3.4)) is an essential index for evaluating the 
overall frequency response [89]. Figure 3.15 (b) indicates that the ASFR model can 
also simulate fCOI of a large-scale system with high accuracy. The relative errors are 
errf = -4.69% and errt = 1.75%, respectively. Furthermore, the authors in [103] 
proposed a frequency-propagation-based method to estimate the local bus frequency 
based on fCOI and network parameters. 
3.5.4 A summary of the ASFR model 
The SFR model extracts the turbine governor from the detailed power system and 
simulates its average frequency response. Based on the above analytical and simulation 
studies, different frequency response models and their relations are summarized in Figure 
3.16. The green arrow means this model simplification brings negligible error in frequency 
response, while the orange arrow means this model simplification perhaps brings 
considerable error. Among the six models, only the low-order ASFR model can give an 
analytical expression of the frequency nadir. This model is mainly applicable to two 
aspects of current studies: one is a qualitative analysis on frequency response features; the 
other is security-based unit commitment [93]. The full-order ASFR model can replace 
small-scale systems for quantitative study with an acceptable error, although it ignores the 
inter-machine oscillation. Also, it can represent the average frequency response of large-
scale systems, which is critical in industry applications [89]. 
As is discussed in Section 3.1, the ASFR model has applications in several research 
areas. When the size of the target system is not large, we can replace the detailed system 
with an ASFR model to obtain the parameters fnadir and tnadir with very low computation 
workload and satisfactory accuracy. For a large-scale system, however, the ASFR model is 
a fast tool for the researchers to find a rough estimate of fnadir with respect to a specified ∆P. 
Then, the detailed system simulation is conducted to figure out the accurate value. 






























Neglecting two small 
time constant
The two models are equivalent with negligible error
The two models are equivalent with considerable error
Neglecting the exciter, synchronous 

















Figure 3.16.  Summary of different models for studying the frequency dynamic. 
3.6 Applications of ASFR Model 
3.6.1 Demand response for frequency regulation 
Section 3.5.1 concludes that the ASFR model (both “with reheater” and “no reheater” 
type) can replace the MM-SFR model with high accuracy. An enhanced version of the SFR 
model is called the “load frequency control” (LFC) model, which includes an AGC 
element K(s). Many studies have been done on DR for frequency regulation [45], [52], [69], 
[71], [82]. Figure 3.17 shows a single-area, 5-machine system, where αi is the regulation 
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                                                  (3.48) 
In a conventional approach, the state vector x is 11-order: x = [∆f, ∆Pm1, … ∆Pm5, 
∆Pg1, … ∆Pg5]
T
. The expressions of A, B, C and Γ are also 11-order and omitted here due 
to space limitations. Based on the ASFR model, we can merge the five machines into one 





























































(b) Aggregated model 































































 , SP u , P w  







    
where v (0< v <1) is the share of DR in the total frequency regulation effort, and v = 0.1 in 
this case. The turbine governor parameters are shown in Table 3.2. The linear quadratic 
regulator (LQR) algorithm is applied to optimize the frequency response. After a 
disturbance of ∆P = 0.025p.u., the control strategies based on the ASFR and MM-SFR 
models achieve very close frequency responses, as shown in Figure 3.18. Furthermore, the 





Figure 3.18.  Comparison between MM-SFR model and ASFR model. 
each area can be aggregated to a single machine. 
3.6.2 Estimation of maximal renewable energy penetration 
The maximal RES penetration is generally determined based on several frequency 
security criteria, such as fnadir, fnep and a 15-second rolling window [90]. The ASFR model 
provides a fast technique for this study, which is useful in power planning and generation 
dispatch [88]-[89]. 
The RES penetration mainly affects the system total inertia and frequency regulation 
reserve. Traditional wind generators contribute much less to the system inertia and 
frequency droop than the same capacity of synchronous generators [85], [104]. In recent 
years, however, it has been proposed that wind turbines can utilize DC-link capacitor 
energy and rotor kinetic energy to provide system inertia support [105]-[106]. With this 
control scheme, wind generators can contribute more to the system inertia. Assuming that 
the fraction of inertia that wind power contributes to the system is kw, the fraction of 
synchronous generator inertia that is reduced in the presence of wind is ks (normally kw < 
ks). The new inertia constant and speed droop is calculated by (3.49) and (3.50) [85]: 
















The equivalent turbine governor parameters should also be recalculated by (3.17), 
(3.18), and (3.21) because some part of the synchronous generators are replaced by wind 
generators. This model can also be extended to multi-area system. The system frequency 
response can be simulated after substituting the new parameters to the SFR or LFC model. 
For instance, the authors in [85] concluded that the frequency deviation, the tie-line power 
flow and the area control error tend to increase. 
3.6.3 Coherency-based power system model reduction 
The system dynamic model reduction technique is based on coherency. Coherency 
means that some synchronous generators, which are usually close to each other, exhibit 
similar frequency responses and rotor angle swings after a disturbance. The overall 
procedure for forming coherency-based dynamic equivalents can be divided into two main 
steps. The first step is to identify groups of coherent generators in the study area. The 
second is to aggregate each coherent group of machines into a single equivalent machine, 
followed by eliminating unnecessary generator/load buses. Machine aggregation includes 
turbine governors, exciters and synchronous generators. The details of the model reduction 
technique are discussed in [77]. 
Based on the accuracy of the ASFR model that is verified in Section 3.5, the proposed 
weighted-average method can be used to aggregate multiple turbine governors that are 
identified as coherent. Therefore, this method is an essential addition to the existing 
technique of power system model reduction. For instance, the full WECC system consists 
of about 18,000 buses. The aforementioned WECC 179-bus system is an example of the 
reduced-order model, which is normally used in online dynamic security assessment [77]. 
3.7 Conclusion 
This chapter proposes an analytical method for obtaining the ASFR model parameters 
based on individual generator parameters. 
The first contribution is to propose an analytical method by which we can aggregate the 
MM-SFR model with high accuracy. The model is proven by a mathematical induction 




The second contribution is the investigation of the accuracy of the ASFR model for 
replacing the detailed system model. It can be concluded from dynamic simulation studies 
that the ASFR model can accurately represent the bus frequency response of a small-scale 
system. In a large-scale system, the ASFR model is less accurate for the bus frequency but 
can still represent the COI frequency accurately. Therefore, as a fast calculation tool, the 
ASFR model can support studies related to power system dynamics. 
Last but not least, the applications of the proposed method are demonstrated with three 
studies: frequency regulation via DR, maximal wind power penetration, and dynamic 
model reduction. This shows the promising potential of applying the proposed method to 





Chapter 4  
A Hybrid Dynamic Demand Control Strategy for 
Frequency Regulation 
This chapter proposes a hybrid DDC strategy for the primary and secondary frequency 
regulation. Specifically, the loads not only arrest the sudden frequency drop, but also bring 
the frequency closer to the nominal value. With the proposed control strategy, the demand 
side can provide a fast and smooth frequency regulation service, thereby replacing some 
generation reserve to achieve a lower expense.  
4.1 Introduction 
Frequency stability is a critical concern regarding power system operation. Frequency 
fluctuation or deviation is a result of unbalance between generation and load demand. The 
power unbalance might be caused by the large generator unit trip, tie-line trip, sudden 
change of loads, etc. [1]. In the power industry, frequency regulation is divided into three 
levels. Primary frequency regulation (PRFR), secondary frequency regulation (SCFR) and 
tertiary frequency regulation (TRFR). In recent years, the developments of renewable 
energy source integration and the power market have brought several challenges to 
frequency stability, as discussed in Section 1.1. 
DDC has been proposed to mitigate short-term frequency fluctuation [16]. Some 
residential loads with a thermal storage feature can be switched off for a short period when 
the frequency drops below a threshold and is switched back on again when the frequency 
recovers, such as EWHs and HVACs [7], [16], [18]. Switching off EWHs or HVACs for a 
few minutes hardly affects customers’ living comfort because the water temperature or air 
temperature remains almost constant. If the control scheme is properly designed, the 
aggregated responsive loads can provide frequency reserve and thus help reduce the 




The DDC strategy can be classified into decentralized control [7], [16]-[18], centralized 
control [52], [53], [55], and hybrid/distributed control [57], [71]. Decentralized control has 
received a great deal of attention because it does not require any communication 
infrastructure. A controller device is installed between the load and the household power 
outlet [16]. If a frequency drop is detected, the controller compares it with the pre-defined 
frequency set-point and decides whether to switch off the load or to adjust its power 
consumption. These control algorithms usually set random frequency set-points or random 
time delays for each load controller [7], [16]-[18], [44]. Consequently, we can avoid the 
synchronous disconnection of a large number of loads and the resultant frequency 
overshoot. Some technical concerns, however, still exist in the literature. First, such studies 
fail to verify how the aggregated responsive loads provide accurate power compensation in 
reaction to different levels of frequency deviations [7], [17]. Second, some simulation 
studies ignore the frequency droop characteristics of the generators [16]-[17]. Furthermore, 
other simulation studies do not consider the detailed dynamic system model [16]-[18], [44]. 
As a result, the conclusions are not adequate to reflect practical industry cases. 
This chapter proposes a DDC strategy for frequency regulation. When an under-
frequency disturbance happens, the load controller first forecasts the frequency nadir in 
order to decide whether to perform PRFR (1
st
 level). After the frequency enters the steady-
state, the controller then decides whether to participate in SCFR (2
nd
 level) to bring the 
frequency closer to the nominal value. In this DDC strategy, the control parameters are 
sent from the control center, while the load controller acts in a decentralized manner. 
Therefore, it is a hybrid control strategy. The simulation study considers a detailed power 
system model, which includes a turbine governor, exciter, synchronous generator, and 
network topology. Consequently, the simulation result fully represents the practical power 
system frequency response. 
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 reviews the characteristics of 
the system frequency response, which is the theoretical basis of frequency regulation. 
Section 4.3 proposes the DDC strategy, including PRFR and SCFR. In particular, the least 
square (LS)-based frequency nadir forecast method is introduced. Section 4.4 verifies the 
control strategy through time-domain simulation and analyzes how to determine 




4.2 Principle of System Frequency Response 
The multi-machine aggregation method of SFR model and is presented in Chapter 3. It 
is briefly recalled here. According to the single-machine, low-order SFR model, the time-
domain frequency deviation ∆f after ∆P disturbance is given by 
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At the frequency nadir, the derivative of the frequency curve should be 0. The time to 
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Based on (4.3) and (4.4), we can make the following observations of the system 
frequency response: 
 tnadir depends on turbine governor parameters, generator inertia, and system damping. 
tnadir is unrelated to ΔP. 
 If ΔP is multiplied by coefficient k, the frequency response Δf(t) is also multiplied by k 
in real time. 
 According to the above two points, Δfnadir is proportional to ΔP if the dynamic system 




4.3 Dynamic Demand Control Strategy 
The decentralized DDC is able to participate in both the PRFR [7], [18] and SCFR [16]. 
An intrinsic concern with decentralized DDC is that an individual load controller does not 
“know” the action of other controllers. Consequently, the aggregated responsive loads may 
provide excessive or insufficient power compensation and fail to bring the frequency back 
to the nominal value. Therefore, the DDC algorithm should have adaptive characteristics 
and coordinate with the turbine governor control. 
In this section, a hybrid DDC method is proposed. When the system frequency falls 
below the frequency dead-band, we can forecast the frequency nadir (fnadir) through a 
number of frequency measurement data. If the forecast fnadir is not low enough, then the 
DDC only needs to participate in the SCFR; it will wait until the new frequency steady-
state is reached and then bring the frequency back to the frequency dead-band. If fnadir is 
low enough, then the DDC needs to participate in the PRFR and some responsive load will 
be switched off immediately. The next two subsections will explain the algorithms of the 
frequency nadir forecast and demand control, respectively. 
4.3.1 Frequency nadir forecast 
Based on the three observations made in Section 4.2, the LS-based method is proposed 
for forecasting fnadir. As is shown in Figure 4.1, the t0–tnadir segment of nonlinear curve f(t) 
can be fitted by a quadratic curve. For the next frequency disturbance, it is possible to 
roughly forecast fnadir before it actually happens. By assuming the system total inertia to be 
constant, we can forecast fnadir in three steps: 
1) Base Frequency Curve (fb(t)) Fitting: Small frequency disturbances often happen 
because of small load step changes. As is shown in Figure 4.1, N frequency samples {fb(t1), 
fb(t2), … fb(tN)} (N > 3) are selected from the data segment between t0 and tnadir. The curve 
fb(t) is fitted by a quadratic function: 
2
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Figure 4.1.  LS-fitted base frequency curve. 
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where  2 1 0ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ
T
b b b= a a aA . Then, the fitted base frequency curve is, 
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3) Frequency Nadir Forecast: As is shown in Figure 4.2, when a larger disturbance ΔP 
happens (called “current disturbance curve”), the frequency response curve is proportional 





Figure 4.2.  Frequency response for different power disturbances. 
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where 2 2ˆba a  . Before the frequency nadir is reached, we select M frequency samples 
from t0 – tM segment (tM < tnadir) with the same sampling rate as 1). The coefficient λ is 
estimated by a linear regression: 
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The accuracy of the frequency measurement device is essential for frequency nadir 
forecast. Nowadays, the accuracy of a frequency disturbance recorder (FDR) is ±0.0005 
Hz or better [107]-[108], which is sufficient for frequency regulation. Furthermore, since 
the load controller only needs a part of the functions of the FDR (i.e., a GPS receiver is 
unnecessary), we can expect that the expense of a load controller is acceptable. 
4.3.2 Dynamic demand control 
The frequency nadir indicates how serious this frequency disturbance is. First, if at the 
time step t0 the measured frequency falls below the dead-band (59.95 Hz), this indicates a 
“suspicious” under-frequency disturbance. Then, the controller starts to sample the 




controller immediately forecasts the frequency nadir using the latest frequency data 
between t0 and t0 + Tsamp to decide whether to perform PRFR. Furthermore, when the 
frequency reaches the steady state fss, the controller will also decide whether to perform 
SCFR. 
4.3.2.1  Primary Frequency Regulation (PRFR) 
Case 1: If ˆ 59.75 Hznadirf  , the frequency deviation is not serious enough. The turbine 
governors themselves are adequate to arrest the frequency deviation. 
Case 2: If ˆ 59.75 Hznadirf  , the frequency deviation requires an immediate load control. 








                                                  (4.13) 
where kP is the load-frequency sensitivity factor of PRFR (MW/Hz or p.u./p.u.). kP 
depends on the available power of the responsive load, and is sent from the control center. 
Furthermore, in this hybrid control scheme, since a responsive load neither communicates 
with the control center nor with other loads, the difficulty is in making the aggregated 
responsive loads provide the accurate power compensation given by (4.13). A stochastic 
decision method (SDM) is proposed. That is, each load should be switched off at a 
specified probability (poff). The mathematical implementation is that the load makes an 
“on/off decision” according to a uniformly distributed random value, 
_
min , 1
(0,1) , switch off
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For example, there are 1000 responsive loads for PRFR and each has a power rating of 
2×10
-5
 p.u.. Thus, the total frequency reserve power is 0.2 p.u.. At a frequency disturbance 
event, suppose 0.14 p.u. (70%) of the loads should be switched off according to (4.13). 
Thus, each load is switched off at a probability of 70% according to (4.14). We can expect 




the SDM, a Monte Carlo simulation is performed for 1,000 times and the discrete 
probability distribution of “off” loads is counted each time, as shown in Figure 4.3. We can 
observe that the probability of providing the expected power reduction with ±5% error 
(665–735 loads) is 98.1%. Therefore, the aggregated loads are able to provide real power 
compensation that is roughly proportional to the frequency deviation, acting as a very 
large-scale energy-storage battery with frequency droop control. 
4.3.2.2  Secondary Frequency Regulation (SCFR) 
The turbine governor control can arrest a sudden frequency drop. However, according 
to (4.4), it will result in a steady-state frequency deviation Δfss. If fss < 59.95 Hz, it is 
necessary for the DDC to participate in SFR and replace some capacity of spinning reserve 
for a short while. Generally, DDC should satisfy two main technical requirements: 
 Steady-state requirement: bringing the frequency to within the frequency dead-band 
(i.e., 59.95 Hz); 
 Dynamic requirement: providing a smooth frequency response and avoiding a big 
frequency overshoot. 
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where kS is the load-frequency sensitivity factor of SCFR (MW/Hz or p.u./p.u.). kS is also 
sent from the control center. Similar to PRFR loads, each SCFR load should be switched 
off according to (4.14) (by replacing ΔPPRFR with ΔPSCFR). Consequently, the total load 
power reduction is close to ΔPSCFR. One problem is to determine a sufficient kS that can 
bring the frequency to within the dead-band fdb. Since the frequency increment Δf = Δfdb,low 
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Therefore, kS should ensure that ΔPSCFR offsets the generator power reduction. Substituting 
















                                                   (4.18) 
It should be noticed that (4.18) is derived from an ASFR model shown in Figure 3.2. In 
practice, since the system contains multiple generators, R represents the system equivalent 
frequency droop, which is the weighted average of each generator droop value [25]. 
As for the dynamic requirement, a uniformly-distributed time delay 2
i
delayT  is introduced 
to ensure a ramp increment of the power reduction. For the responsive load i, the random 
time delay is generated by (4.19). 
2 2,max~ (0, )
i
delay delayT U T                                               (4.19) 
When 2
i
delayT  is expired, the load i is switched off immediately. If the total number of 
loads is large enough, this method can achieve a smooth power response. The principle is 















































Figure 4.4.  Load action time delay and aggregated response. 
4.3.3 Summary 
The hybrid DDC algorithm is summarized in Figure 4.5. In the steady-state, the time 
step for frequency measurement is 1 second. First, a low-frequency snapshot (<59.95 Hz) 
is detected, which indicates a suspicious under-frequency event. The time step for 
frequency measurement is switched to 0.1 second. After a sampling time of 1.5s, the 
controller forecasts fnadir. Second, if nadir
ˆ 59.75Hzf  , the controller performs PRFR 
immediately. Third, when the steady-state frequency is reached, the controller determines 
whether to perform SCFR according to the measured frequency f(t). Note: The “steady-
state” is identified by the formula |fmav(t) – fmav(t – ∆t)| < ɛ, where fmav is the moving 
average frequency of the latest few samples and ∆t = 1s. In a large-scale system, the 
possibility of large frequency deviation is quite low. In some cases, the DDC perhaps only 
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Figure 4.5.  Overall flowchart of bi-level DDC algorithm. 
and time delay, the aggregated responsive loads can achieve similar results to generators 
with AGC. 
Two practical issues are critical for the control scheme. First, an individual load can 
either participate in PRFR or SCFR during one under-frequency event. A possible 
implementation is that customers sign contracts with the load aggregator company to 
choose whether to participate in PRFR or SCFR. The second issue is the responsive load 




4.4 Simulation Study 
This section verifies the proposed method through a detailed system simulation using 
the Matlab PSAT toolbox (V. 2.1.9) [101]. 
The IEEE 14-bus dynamic testing system is shown in Figure 4.6. Buses 1~5 are 69 kV 
level, buses 7 and 9~14 are 13.8 kV level, and bus 8 is 18 kV. G1 is a slack generator, G2 is 
a constant-PV generator, and C3, C6, and C8 are three synchronous phasor compensators. 
Several PQ constant loads are connected to the buses. The parameters are shown in Table 
4.1. The system base power is Sbase = 100MVA. The testing system includes the turbine 
governor model and exciter model along with the synchronous generator. The turbine 
governor parameters are listed in Table 4.2 [101]. 
In Subsections 4.4.1-4.4.4, the simulation result is presented to demonstrate the 
performance of the proposed method. Furthermore, the sensitivity study shows how to tune 
the control parameters. 
 
 




Table 4.1.  PQ load parameters. 


































Total power loss 0.122 0.093 
Total loading level 2.71 0.907 
Table 4.2.  Turbine governor parameters. 
















4.4.1 No demand control 
Sudden load increase ΔP = 0.135 p.u. (5% of the system total loading level) happens at 
bus 14 at t = 2 s. This ΔP can also emulate the sudden trip of wind generators because they 
traditionally contribute little to the system total inertia and frequency regulation. Without 
applying DDC, the frequency and generator power responses and their partial amplitudes 
are presented in Figure 4.7. It can be observed that the frequency curves of five different 
locations are almost identical except for some noises. However, during 2~2.4 seconds, the 
frequencies of buses 1 and 3 drop slower than that of bus 14, where the disturbance occurs. 
The reason is that bus 1 and bus 3 have longer electric distances from the disturbance 
source. As for the generator power response, generators #1 and #3 experience a real power 
oscillation and the corresponding damped sinusoidal curves are in the opposite phase. 
Therefore, the two generators exchange power in the dynamic process due to inter-machine 







(a) Frequency response of 5 buses 
 
(b) Power output of 2 generators 
Figure 4.7.  Frequency and power output response with 5% power unbalance. 
Then, we apply a sudden load increase ΔP = 2%, 5%, 8%, and 10% of the system total 
loading level, respectively. The frequency responses of bus 12 are shown in Figure 4.8. 
The result confirms that tnadir remains the same (3.8s in this case) for a different level of 
power disturbances if the system total inertial does not change. This pattern makes it easier 
for us to implement the frequency nadir forecast method. 
 
 




4.4.2 DDC participating primary frequency regulation 
Assume there is a ΔP = 0.271 p.u. load step change (10% of the total system capacity) 
at bus 14. Responsive loads are at bus 9. kP is set at 20 p.u./p.u. (0.33 p.u./Hz). The 
frequency nadir is forecasted as 59.73 Hz (actual value is 59.67 Hz), so the PRFR is 
activated. Disabling the SFR, the frequency response at bus 12 is shown in Figure 4.9 (a). 
The power output of generator 1 and power consumption of responsive loads are shown in 
Figure 4.9 (b) and Figure 4.9 (c), respectively. The figures indicate that the DDC obviously 
arrests the frequency drop and meanwhile increases the steady state frequency. However, 
the frequency has not been restored to within the 59.95 Hz dead-band. Therefore, another 
group of responsive loads still need to participate in the SCFR. 
4.4.3 DDC participating secondary frequency regulation 
Assume there is a ΔP = 0.135 p.u. (5% of the total loading level) load increase at bus 
14. Responsive loads are also at bus #9. The frequency nadir is forecasted as 59.78 Hz 
(actual value is 59.74 Hz) and the DDC for PRFR is not activated. After about 25 seconds, 
the steady-state frequency is lower than 59.95 Hz, and the SFR is activated. kS is set at 60 
p.u./p.u. (1 p.u./Hz), and the time delay for SCFR is 2 ~ (0, 15 )
i
delayT U s . The frequency 
response at the observing bus is presented in Figure 4.10 (a). The power output of 
generator #1 and power consumption of responsive loads are shown in Figure 4.10 (b) and 
Figure 4.10 (c), respectively. We can observe that the frequency experiences an overshoot 
after the 15-second time delay. The overshoot is caused by mechanical inertia of the 
turbine governor dynamic system. During the 15-second load reduction process, the 
turbine governor makes the generator decrease its power output. Meanwhile, the load 
reduction offsets the generator power decrease. As a result, the frequency is brought closer 






(a) Frequency at bus #12 
 
(b) Power output of generator #1 
 
(c) Power consumption of responsive loads 





(a) Frequency at bus #12 
 
(b) Power output of generator #1 
 
(c) Power consumption of responsive loads 
Figure 4.10.  Frequency and power output response with SFR. 
4.4.4 Sensitivity analysis on DDC parameters 
When DDC participates in SCFR, two parameters are critical for the control 




control parameters. Figure 4.11 presents the frequency response curves with different kS. In 
order to bring the frequency to within the dead-band in this particular case, a minimum of 
kS = 60 p.u./p.u. is needed in this particular case. If kS is larger than 60, the frequency may 
exceed 60 Hz for a few seconds. However, it will ultimately settle down within the dead-
band because of a generator power deficit. 
In particular, the base power is 100 MW in the 14-bus simulation system. The 
aforementioned “kS = 60 p.u./p.u.” means that the responsive loads can provide 0.60 p.u. 
(60 MW) power compensation in response to a 0.01 p.u. (0.6 Hz) frequency decrease, 
based on the assumption that the capacity of responsive loads is sufficient. In the transfer 
function model shown in Figure 3.2, however, the base power is the system total loading 
level. Since the total loading level is 2.71 in the 14-bus system, kS = 60 p.u./p.u. also means 
that the responsive loads provide 0.60/2.71 = 0.221 time of the total loading level in 
response to 0.01 p.u. frequency decrease. Therefore, we should consider the ratio between 
responsive load capacity and system total loading level when tuning the kS. The same 
principle is also applicable to tuning the kP. 
Figure 4.12 presents the frequency response curves with different Tdelay2,max. The smaller 
the Tdelay2,max is, the larger the frequency overshoot will be. The reason for this is that the 
generation and demand power have not reached the balanced state when Tdelay2,max is 
expired. Therefore a Tdelay2,max = 15 ~ 25s is appropriate for a smooth frequency response. 
 
 





Figure 4.12.  Frequency at bus 12 with different time delay. 
Even if Tdelay2,max = 25s, the SCFR response time is much smaller than the AGC that lasts 
5–10 minutes. 
4.5 Conclusion 
Decentralized control has the advantages of low cost and fast response in frequency 
regulation. However, its disadvantage is the difficulty in providing accurate power 
compensation in response to measured frequency deviation. The main contribution of this 
chapter is to propose a hybrid DDC strategy that combines centralized parameter-setting 
and decentralized control action. According to the method, each load controller first 
decides whether to participate in PRFR according to the forecast frequency nadir. Then at 
the steady-state, the load controller also participates in SCFR if the frequency is beyond 
the dead-band. In particular, when the amount of power compensation is calculated, the 
controller randomly determines whether and when to act according to the SDM. The SDM 
ensures that the non-communicated aggregated loads have an approximated frequency 
droop characteristic that is similar to generators. Additionally, the control parameters can 
be updated by the control center, which has a low communication requirement. 
The simulation study fully emulates the real power system since the generator exciter 
and synchronous model are considered. Although the exciter does not directly control the 




during the frequency dynamic process. Therefore, to fully test the DDC performance, a 
detailed dynamic simulation case is recommended. 
Future studies on hybrid DDC can be extended in two main aspects: 
1) While this chapter only studied under-frequency control, the over-frequency control 
method also needs to be studied. Moreover, a smarter and more comprehensive DDC 
scheme should be established, which can deal with other kinds of frequency 
disturbances. For example, the frequency drop caused by wind power fluctuation is 
close to a ramp response instead of a step response [109]. These critical operating 
conditions should also be considered when designing the DDC strategy. 
2) The proposed method assumes that all the responsive loads only have on/off operating 
states, as with EWHs and traditional HVACs. In recent years, variable-speed air-
conditioners are being widely used. Its power consumption is adjusted according to the 
temperature setpoint. Therefore, variable-speed air-conditioners can be incorporated 





Chapter 5  
Thermostatic Load Control for System Frequency 
Regulation Considering Daily Demand Profile and 
Progressive Recovery 
This chapter proposes a thermostatic load control strategy for the PRFR and SCFR. 
With the proposed control strategy, a large population of EWHs and HVACs can provide 
frequency service and reduce the spinning reserve requirement. Two practical issues, daily 
demand profile and progressive load recovery are specifically considered in the control 
scheme. The proposed control strategy is then verified by the dynamic simulation of IEEE 
RTS 24-bus system.Equation Chapter (Next) Section 1 
Nomenclature 
Parameters 
RE    Thermal resistance of the water tank of EWH 
CE    Thermal capacitance of the water in EWH 
QEWH   Heat energy transfer rate (heating power) of EWH 
θa,in    Indoor air temperature 
θw,co    Temperature of cold water injected into EWH 
θw,s    Hot water temperature setpoint of EWH 
θw,db   Hot water temperature deadband of EWH 
RA    Thermal resistance of the house 
CA    Thermal capacitance of the house 
QAC    Heat energy transfer rate of HVAC 
θa,out   Outdoor ambient temperature 




θa,db    Air temperature deadband of HVAC 
η     Cooling efficiency of HVAC 
TA,on, TA,off  The ON, OFF cycle of HVAC 
fmPRFR  The lowest frequency that the PRFR controller targets to regulate 
fmSCFR The lowest frequency that the SCFR controller targets to regulate 
kP, kS   The droop coefficient of TLC for PRFR and SCFR 
Tsd    The maximal value of the random time delay 
a
sdT     The random time delay of a single device 
TSCFR   Time duration of HVAC for SCFR 
Variables 
θw(t)   Real-time water temperature of EWH 
SE(t)   The ON/OFF states of the EWH’s heating element 
WD(t)   The rate of hot water usage 
PEWH(t)  Real-time aggregated power of EWH 
θa(t)   Real-time indoor temperature 
SA(t)   The ON/OFF states of the HVAC’s cooling element 
PAC(t)   Real-time aggregated power of HVAC 
PPRFR(t)  The target load reduction for PRFR at t 
PSCFR(t)  The target load reduction for SCFR at t 
5.1 Introduction 
In recent years, the increasing penetration of renewable energy has challenged power 
system frequency stability in two main aspects. First, some synchronous generators have 
been replaced by converter-based energy sources, resulting in a decline of system total 
inertia [4]. Second, the intermittent features of wind and solar power can lead to a 
mismatch between power generation and demand. For instance, it was estimated that the 
maximal frequency regulation reserve needed to accommodate California’s 33% renewable 
penetration would increase from 277 MW to 1135 MW [110]. DDC was proposed for 
improving the dynamic performance of a system with high renewable energy penetration. 
Furthermore, thermostatic loads are ideal candidate for frequency reserve due to their high 




The main purpose of DDC can be summarized as: to design a control strategy so that a 
large number of responsive loads can emulate the generator spinning reserve for PRFR and 
SCFR. Overall, the previous studies on DDC achieved satisfactory dynamic performance 
in some idealized cases. However, several technical concerns have not been fully 
addressed. 
1) The daily demand profile: Unlike the generator spinning reserve, the responsive load 
capacity is not constant for frequency regulation. EWH power is affected by users’ hot 
water consumption, while HVAC power is affected by the outdoor temperature. The 
demand profile should be modeled as an input for the DDC strategy. Traditional 
studies have assumed that responsive loads are always sufficient to be called for 
frequency regulation. Although the total energy usage (in MWh) of each load type is 
estimated in [67], the power profiles of EWH and HVAC were not studied. Ref. [111], 
[112] only modeled the daily demand profile of HVAC. In [113], the demand profile of 
EWHs was modeled based on the statistic hot-water-usage profile. 
2) Load rebound of aggregated HVACs: Although the sudden change of a large 
population of HVACs’ temperature setting can achieve target load reduction 
instantaneously [6], long-term simulation shows that the ON/OFF cycles of some 
HVACs tend to synchronize, which causes severe power oscillation in the following 
hours [63], [116]. It is also called load rebound effect in some references [117]. Ref. 
[55], [59], [114]-[115] are focused on optimizing the frequency response (e.g., fnadir, fss, 
or time to reach rated frequency) but omit the specific load model and the load 
recovery process. The post-disturbance recovery of aggregated thermostatic loads was 
studied in [113]. However, the aggregated power of refrigerators oscillates for over one 
hour before fully damped. A random switching controller was proposed to mitigate the 
load rebound in [63]. However, it has a slow response and is applied to load scheduling 
instead of frequency regulation. Another random approach to modulating aggregated 
refrigerator power was proposed in [116]. The result was promising, but the devices 
might be switched more than once in a short time interval. The most recent literature 
[117] proposed an optimization method for mitigating the rebound. The method also 
requires the input of every room’s thermal parameters, which are hard to measure. The 




Additionally, we believe that it is still possible to reduce the load rebound rate in [113], 
[116], and [117]. 
To summarize, the essence of a DDC or thermostatic load control (TLC) algorithm is to 
“organize” a large number of loads so that they have similar function as a generator for 
providing frequency regulation reserve. In addition, the algorithm should consider the 
variation of responsive load capacity. Therefore, in this chapter, a TLC strategy for 
frequency regulation is proposed with the consideration of the above two practical issues. 
First, since the daily demand profiles of EWHs and HVACs are complementary to some 
degree (as will be validated in later sections), the control strategy makes full use of the two 
loads based on their thermal models. Second, a concise but effective controller is proposed 
to recover thermostatic loads smoothly after the disturbance. The load rebound is 
effectively mitigated. 
The remaining sections of this chapter are as follows. Section 5.2 proposes the model of 
demand profiles. Section 5.3 proposes the TLC strategy for both PRFR and SCFR, 
respectively. The progressive load recovery scheme of HVACs is also studied in order to 
mitigate load rebound. Section 5.4 summarizes the overall control strategy and its 
communication path. In Section 5.5, a simulation study is done to verify the proposed 
strategy, especially the impact of load profile on control performance. Finally, Section 5.6 
concludes the whole chapter. 
5.2 Modeling of Daily Demand Profiles 
In this section, the behavior models of EWHs and HVACs are proposed, respectively. 
With this model, the system operators are able to estimate the demand profile when they 
have signed DR contracts with a particular number of consumers. The demand profile is a 
necessary input for the dynamic TLC strategy. 
5.2.1 Modeling of EWH profile 
The power consumption of an EWH is determined by two factors: customers’ hot water 




consumption, more EWHs are switched on, and the total power is larger. Consequently, the 
EWH provides a larger amount of frequency reserve. 
The heat transfer equation of an EWH is given by (5.1) [48]. 
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Note: the room temperature θa,in is assumed constant in this model because it fluctuates 
within a tight range if there is an HVAC in the house. The discrete form of (5.1) is 
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where SE(t) is the ON/OFF states of the heating element, ρ is the density of water, and cP is 
the specific heat of water (Ws/kg˚C). The other parameters are listed in Table 5.1. Suppose 
SE(t) is governed by a thermostatic switching law with the temperature deadband: 
,
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Equations (5.1)-(5.4) indicate that the core of estimating an EWH profile is to model the 
profile of WD(t), which is caused by household activities that consume hot water. They are 
called hot water consumption activities (HWCAs) in this study. During a HWCA k, where 
k = {taking shower, clothes washing, dishwashing}, the hot water is gradually drawn from 
the tank, and the same volume of cold water is injected. Consequently, the water 
temperature may fall below θmin, and the heating element is switched on for a while to 
bring the water temperature higher than θmin [43]. Other small HWCAs are neglected in 
this model. The probabilistic model of generating WD(t) profile is proposed, which consists 
of four steps. 
1) Generating a high-resolution HWCA profile: Based on the above discussion, we 
construct the EWH demand profile from a time-of-use HWCA profile. It is denoted as 
PerCk(t), representing the percentage of a family performing HWCA-k at time t of a day. 
However, the existing HWCA profile is in hourly resolution [120], which cannot 
accurately represent the temporal distribution of the HWCA. In the proposed model, the 2-
minute-resolution profile of HWCA-k is obtained by quadratic interpolation, as shown in 
Figure 5.1. For example, PerC1(180) = 0.32% means that 0.32% of the families take 
showers between the 180-th time segment (5:58:00 - 6:00:00 am). Obviously, people are 
more likely to take a shower in the morning than in the evening. Therefore, we have 
720
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2) Calibrating the HWCA profile: The true probability of HWCAs should be the 
production of PerCk(t) and the daily frequency of this activity. The following assumptions 
are made to simplify the model: 
 The number of HWCA-1 (taking shower) is proportional to family size. Each family 
has three persons. 
 The daily frequency of HWCA-2 (washing clothes) and HWCA-3 (washing dishes) is 
not proportional to family size. The average frequency is based on the demand survey. 
 The three kinds of HWCA are independent. 






Figure 5.1.  Time-of-use profile of HWCA. 
 The initial water temperature of a day (0:00:00) is uniformly distributed: θ(0) ~ U(θmin, 
θmax). 
Therefore, Prk(t), the probability of HWCA-k happening at time segment t is: 
( ) ( ) ( 1, 2, ..., 720)k k k kPr t PerC t m Freq t                                  (5.6) 
where mk is the family size factor, and mk = {3, 1, 1}. Freqk is the daily average frequency 
of activity k. According to our online demand survey [121] (will be discussed in Chapter 
6), Freqk = {1, 0.5, 0.5} in Texas and New York. 
3) Generating the random HWCA: For each time segment, if the HWCA-k does not 
happen, then a random number (r) uniformly distributed between 0 and 1 is generated. If r 
is less than the Prk(t), then the HWCA-k happens. Thus, the state function ONk(t) is set to 1 
and sustains for a random time duration of THWCA,k; otherwise, it remains 0. Repeating this 
process for three HWCAs, we can obtain the hot water usage profile of a family: 
3
1 ,
( ) ( ) kD k
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Vol
W t ON t
T
                                           (5.7) 
where the parameters Volk and THWCA,k are shown in Table 5.2. By substituting (5.7) to (5.2)  
and letting ∆t = 2 minute, the water temperature profile and demand profile of a typical 
EWH are simulated. An example is shown in Figure 5.2. 
4) Summing up total demand profile: By repeating step 3) for all families, the aggregated 




Table 5.2.  Parameters used for modeling hot-water demand. 












Figure 5.2.  Water temperature and power consumption profile of EWH. 
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where NEWH is the total number of EWHs under control. In practice, the thermal parameters 
of the EWHs are not identical. Therefore, both homogeneous and heterogeneous 
parameters are simulated. A uniformly random multiplier between 0.5 and 1.5 is applied 
for each parameter (RE, CE and QEWH). The demand profile of 10,000 families with EWH is 
presented in Figure 5.3. Since the two curves almost overlap, we can use the average 
parameter to represent the random one. In other words, PEWH(t) can be estimated with high 
accuracy if only NEWH and Prk(t) are known. 
Figure 5.3 indicates that that the real-time power demand of 10,000 EWHs ranges 
between 1.41~13.2MW. During the daytime (6:00~22:00), the EWHs provide 
4.8~13.2MW frequency reserve (0.48~1.32kW for each device). 
5.2.2 Modeling of HVAC profile 
The HVAC can work in heating or cooling mode. The cooling mode is taken for 





Figure 5.3.  Aggregated EWH power profile for 10,000 families. 
the HVAC is in operation (cooling mode), the room temperature θ(t) is determined by a 
differential equation [50]: 
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where SA(t) is governed by a thermostatic switching law: 
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The definitions of θa,max and θa,min are similar to (5.4). The discrete form of (5.9) is 
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The typical parameters are listed in Table 5.3 [122]. 
Based on the parameters, the ON and OFF cycle of an HVAC is TA,on = 43.8 min., TA,off = 
29.0 min.. If compared with the EWH model, the “ambient temperature” in the HVAC 
model is the outdoor temperature that fluctuates over a wide range. To simplify the 
modeling, the following assumptions are made: 
 The HVAC is kept in operation 24 hours of a day, and the temperature setting of each 
HVAC remains constant. 






















The total power consumption is estimated by 
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Based on the recorded temperature profile of a hot summer day and cool summer day in 
Houston, the aggregated demand profile of 10,000 HVACs with respect to the temperature 
difference is simulated, as shown in Figure 5.4. Similarly, a normal random multiplier 
between 0.5 and 1.5 is applied to each parameter (RA, CA and QAC). Since the thermal 
parameter of residential houses is much diverse than that of EWHs, there is no need to 
consider the homogeneous parameters. Obviously, during the daytime (9:00-20:00), the 
HVAC can provide a frequency reserve of 10 ~ 27.4MW on different day types. 
 





Based on the proposed demand profile models, the combined demand profile of 25,000 
EWHs and 25,000 HVACs is obtained, as shown in Figure 5.5. On a cool day, the 
frequency reserve ranges from 40 to 67MW; on a hot day, it ranges from 60 to 82MW. We 
can observe that the demand profiles of EWHs and HVACs are complementary during 
7:00-20:00 and the loads can provide continuously sufficient frequency reserve. Therefore, 
7:00-20:00 can be regarded as valid hours of TLC for frequency regulation. 
5.3 Thermostatic Load Control Strategy 
The purpose of TLC is to improve the frequency response of a system with renewable 
energy penetration. The extreme ramp rate that was recorded for a 100MW-level wind 
farm is 14% of capacity in a minute [123]. For large scale photovoltaic (PV) plants, cloud 
movement can also cause a ramp decrease in power output. Based on these considerations, 
TLC is designed to improve the system frequency response under both step disturbance 
(e.g., sudden steam generator outage, sudden large load increase) and short-term ramp 
disturbance (e.g., gradual wind/PV power decrease). Consequently, the loads can share the 
burden of turbine governor control and AGC. Due to the thermal inertia of EWH and 
HVAC, the load control will not affect customers’ living comfort. On the other hand, the 
thermostatic loads are not supposed to be switched on and off repetitively within a very 








In this section, the system frequency response model is introduced. Then, the TLC 
strategy is proposed, in which EWHs participate in PRFR and HVACs participate in SCFR. 
5.3.1 EWH for primary frequency regulation 
A generator outage or sudden load increase causes a frequency drop (∆f < 0). In this 
situation, TLC is designed to emulate the frequency droop control of turbine governors. At 
time instant t, if the reserve for PRFR is sufficient, the target load reduction PPRFR(t) is 
computed by 
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where max(.) is the maximal value of the daily demand profile (e.g., 13.2MW per 10,000 
devices in Figure 5.3). Compared with under-frequency load shedding (UFLS) that deals 
with large frequency deviation, TLC is designed to regulate relatively small frequency 
deviations that happen more often. Therefore, a proper value of ∆fm,PRFR can be –0.4Hz 
(=59.6 – 60). Note: before tnadir, the system frequency keeps decreasing and the load 
reduction gradually increases due to a droop feature; after tnadir, the system frequency 
increases but the load reduction is still “locked” to ( )P nadirk f t  . In other words, the droop 
control is applied only if the frequency is falling. This control strategy can avoid repetitive 
action of EWHs after tnadir. 
In addition, the frequency reserve might be exhausted before tnadir because the frequency 
reserve PEWH(t) is insufficient to regulate a large disturbance. In this situation, the feasible 
load reduction PPRFR,feas(t) is: 




Based on the above discussion, the TLC scheme is implemented as follows: 
Step 1: When 0 < t < tnadir, the aggregated EWH load acts as a frequency-dependent load 
with a large damping coefficient kP. At each time step, the control center calculates the 
current load reduction amount ∆PPRFR(t), which is the difference between the target load 
reductions of two consecutive steps: 
, , ,( ) ( ) ( )PRFR feas PRFR feas PRFR feasP t P t P t t                                 (5.16) 
The time interval Δt is set to 0.5s in this chapter, considering the time interval of frequency 
measurement devices. Once the load aggregator calculates ΔPPRFR,feas(t), it sends the 
OFF”signal to Noff(t) EWHs that are now in an ON state. When the EWH load controller 
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where 
EWHQ  is the average power of the registered EWHs. PRFR is terminated at t if all 
ON devices are turned off (PEWH(t) < PPRFR(t)). 
Step 2: When t > tnadir, the aggregated EWH acts as a constant power load, and the 
control center stops performing the EWH load reduction. Also, tnadir is identified by f'(t)=0. 
With the participation of TLC, the system equivalent damping coefficient (D') is raised 
during the period 0~tnadir. 
PD' D k D                                                      (5.18) 
where α = PEWH(t)/Psys, and Psys is the system total loading level. According to the 
sensitivity study in [102], the frequency nadir will be higher for the same condition [102]. 
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It should also be noted that turning off EWHs for a short period (around 10 minutes) 





5.3.2 HVAC for secondary frequency regulation 
1) Modulation of aggregated HVAC power: Section 5.2 indicates that HVACs can 
provide a larger amount of frequency reserve than the same number of EWHs on hot 
summer days. Previous studies has demonstrated that HVACs can provide both long-term 
regulation (load following) and short-term regulation (frequency regulation). Both 
regulations are subjected to a specified constraint of room temperature increase (∆θs). In 
this subsection, a random-switching and cycle-recovery (RS-CR) method is proposed to 
avoid cycle synchronization. The method is based on two essential characteristics of the 
aggregated HVACs: 
 The simulation indicates that the θa(t) (determined by (5.9)) can be approximated as a 
linear function within such a narrow deadband. Based on the three assumptions given 
in Section 5.2.2, we can derive that at any time t, θa(t) of a population of houses also 
obeys uniform distribution (the detailed analysis is in Appendix B). 
,( ) ~ ( , )a a min a,maxt U                                               (5.20) 
 Load reduction is designed to sustain for a duration of TSCFR (5 ≤ TSCFR ≤ 15min.). The 
lower bound is set to 5 minutes because the time-delay relay of HVAC ensures the 
minimal time for changing the ON/OFF status [111]. 
Therefore, an RS-CR method is designed as follows: 
Step 1: When the SCFR is activated, each ON device is switched off with a specified 
probability poff, which is sent from the aggregator. The device that is selected for being 
switched off is called an “activated device.” Also, no control action is done with the 
remaining devices. Consequently, the expected load reduction is: 
( )SCFR off ACP p P t                                                  (5.21) 
To implement this, each ON device makes a switching-off decision according to the 














where r is uniformly distributed between 0 and 1. Since the activated devices are randomly 
selected from the ON devices, their temperatures still obey uniform distribution. 
Step 2: After SCFRT  ( 15SCFRT   minutes), the activated devices are switched back on. As 
illustrated by Figure 5.6, their temperature settings are raised by ∆θa,s for a duration of 
(
,A off SCFRT T ). Since θa(t) can be measured by the thermometer in the HVAC, ∆θa,s is 
given by (5.23). 
, 0 0( ) ( )a s SCFR SCFR SCFRt T t                                            (5.23) 










                                                   (5.24) 
In Figure 5.6, the dashed black line represents the hypothetical θa(t) if there is no load 
control, while the solid line represents the practical θa(t) resulting from load control. In the 
SCFR period (purple shade in Figure 5.6), the indoor temperatures of activated devices rise 
together. After the SCFR period (TSFR), the activated devices are switched back on. If θa(t) 
reaches the lower limit θa,min + ∆θa,s, the activated devices are turned off by the thermostat. 
After this point, θa(t) automatically return to the hypothetical track. Consequently, the  
 
 




temperature profile of activated devices is gradually recovered (the green shade in Figure 
5.6), as if no SCFR has happened. The temperature profile is still uniformly distributed. 
As discussed in previous sections, the thermal parameters (RA, CA and QAC) of houses 
are quite diverse. Thus, a uniformly random multiplier between 0.5 and 1.5 is also applied 
to RA, CA and QAC. The aggregated power response of 10,000 devices (at θa = 32˚C) is 
simulated based on the thermal transfer model (given by (5.11)) with ∆t = 2s. At t = 30 
minutes, SCFR is activated by the control center with poff = 0.5 and 10SCFRT  minutes, 
which means the total load should be reduced by 50%. Figure 5.7 (a) is the temperature 
profile of 200 representative activated devices. Note: since TA,on, TA,off and ∆θs are 
heterogeneous for each HVAC, the θa,max and θa,min of each device are different during the 
cycle recovery period. This figure only shows one example of θa,max and θa,min (the black 
dashed line). Figure 5.7 (b) indicates that the total power almost keep constant after the 
SCFR period. The practical load reduction at 0SCFRt  is 9.42MW (50.2% of the original 
load). After SCFR period, ∆θa,s is 0.3-0.5˚C and sustained for a cycle recovery period of 
40-50 minutes, which has little impact on customers comfort. After t = 100 minutes, the 
power is recovered to the previous value and the room temperature is also recovered to the 
previous deadband (22.8˚C, 24.2˚C). 
In order to evaluate the effect of the control strategy, we define the load rebound rate as 
_ _
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AC recP t  and _ ( )AC recP t  are the maximal, minimal and average value of 
the aggregated HVAC power during the cycle recovery period, respectively. The RbAC 
value is calculated as 3% in Figure 5.7 (b). However, RbAC is between 15-20% in [116]-
[117]. The other concern is the response speed. According to the sequential-dispatch 
approach in [117], it takes 5 minutes to complete load reduction. Thus, this method is more 
applicable to load scheduling than frequency regulation. In all, the proposed RS-CR 
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Figure 5.7.  Aggregated HVAC response with RS-CR method: (a) temperature profile of 
200 “activated devices”; (b) total power profile of 10,000 devices. 
In practice, the outdoor temperature does not keep constant during the cycle recovery 
period, which lasts for tens of minutes. In the sensitivity study, we change constant θa,out 
into a time-varying value and let poff = 0.7 and TSCFR = 12 minutes. Figure 5.8 shows the 
aggregated HVAC power response in the hot day case in Section 5.2.2. Therefore, the 
proposed RS-CR method is robust under parameter changes. 
2) HVAC control for frequency regulation: It has been demonstrated that the aggregated 
HVACs can implement short-term load reduction without cycle synchronization. The RS-
CR method is also easy to implement in hardware. For the purpose of SCFR, the load 
aggregator generates the control signal poff  according to the frequency deviation. 
( )
min ,1 min ,1
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                              (5.26) 
where kS (MW/Hz) is the SCFR droop coefficient. The method for calculating kS is similar 
to kP. The demand profile PAC(t), estimated by the load aggregator, is a required input for 
the RS-CR method. Here is a numerical example. A load aggregator controls 1000 HVACs 





(a) Hot day morning 
 
(2) Hot day afternoon 
Figure 5.8.  Aggregated HVAC response with RS-CR method under time-varying outdoor 
temperature. 
scenario 1, PAC(t) = 3.0MW and the frequency reaches a steady state of ∆fss = −0.08Hz, 
then poff is calculated as −20*(−0.08)/3 = 0.533. In scenario 2, PAC(t) = 2.4MW and the 
same ∆fss happens, then poff is 0.667. This method ensures that the aggregate HVACs 
provide the same load reduction for the same frequency deviation, no matter how the 
demand profile changes. This is different from previous work in that only “one snapshot” 
of the demand profile is considered [116], [117]. 
However, if a large number of devices are switched off instantaneously, the step load 
change will cause a frequency overshot. To avoid this, each device is switched off with a 
random time delay a
sdT : 
~ (0, )asd sdT U T                                                  (5.27) 
where Tsd is the maximal value of the time delay. The delay has two functions. First, it 
ensures a relatively smooth frequency response, which can be verified by the SFR model in 
Section 4.4.4. Second, before the time delay expires, if the frequency is detected to be 
higher than the rated frequency (e.g., 60 Hz), a “stop” signal will be sent from the load 
aggregator. Then, the activated devices keep their ON state if the random delay hasn’t 
expired. Therefore, the random delay can prevent the TLC over-compensation, in case the 
SFR reserve is higher than needed. 







































































5.4 A Summary of TLC Scheme 
The daily demand profile model and dynamic TLC strategy have been proposed in 
Section 5.2 and 5.3, respectively. This section summarizes the overall dynamic TLC 
scheme, coordinating PRFR and SCFR. In a bulk power system, multiple load aggregators 
work independently. Each one may control the responsive loads of a community. As 
shown in Figure 5.9, the communication path is designed as follows: 
 Frequency measurement: The load aggregator measures the local bus frequency. The 
measurement error of the existing FDR is less than 0.0001Hz, which is sufficient for 
frequency regulation application [124]. 
 PRFR module: The load aggregator monitors the ON/OFF state of each EWH with a 
sampling time of 2 minutes. A list of operating states is updated in the control center. 
According to the simulation in Section 5.2.1, an EWH changes its state up to 10 times a 
day. Therefore, it is not necessary to update the state second by second. Instead, a 
sampling rate of 2 minutes is sufficient, because the probability of an EWH keeping its 
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In PRFR, the load aggregator sends the control signal to a number of load controllers 
with a time step of 0.5s. A Wifi-based smart plug can be used as a load controller. 
Since the EWH is a purely resistive load, it is connected to the power outlet through a 
smart plug, which can disconnect the EWH instantaneously. 
 SCFR module: In SCFR, the center calculates poff according to (5.26) and sends it to 
each load controller. It also sends the “stop signal” to the load controller if the 
frequency reaches 60Hz. The controller, which is embedded in the thermostat of the 
HVAC, is able to turn off the compressor and changes the temperature setting when 
needed. 
The control flowchart is shown in Figure 5.10. Suppose a disturbance causes a 
frequency drop. If the measured frequency falls below the threshold, 59.96Hz, then the 
control center will activate the PRFR. The load reduction is conducted every 0.5s until the 
frequency nadir is reached. When the frequency reaches a new steady state that is lower 
than 59.96Hz, then the center will activate the SCFR. It computes the poff and sends the 
signal to each HVAC controller. Then, the system frequency can be brought higher than 
59.96Hz on condition that the frequency reserve is sufficient. Note: The “steady-state” is 
identified by the formula |fmav(t) – fmav(t – ∆t)| < 0.005Hz, where fmav is the moving average 
of the latest 5 frequency samples and ∆t=0.5s. 
5.5 Power System Simulation 
This subsection verifies the proposed TLC strategy through a simulation study using the 
Matlab PSAT toolbox (V. 2.1.10) [101]. The IEEE RTS 24-bus, 11-machine dynamic 
testing system is employed, shown in Figure 5.11. The system base power is Sbase = 
100MVA. The system loading level (Psys) varies from 1563.8MW to 2650.5MW through 
the day [125]. The testing system includes the turbine governor model, the exciter model 
and the synchronous generator model. The parameters of generator turbine governors are 
shown in Table 5.4. We assume that 25,000 EWHs and 25,000 HVACs are registered for 








Perform PRFR with EWH
Normal state
 1. Compute ΔPPFR,feas(t) according to (5.13), (5.15), (5.16)
 2. Select the ON device and send the control signal
 3. The load is switched off
fnadir detected? 
Wait until steady state of f(t) is reached
No
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Perform SCFR with HVAC
 1. Compute poff  according to (5.26)
 2. Send poff to each load
 3. If the device is in ON state, turn off the device










































f(t) rising or TSFR expires?
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Recover the activated devices
 1. Turn back on the activated HVACs with random time delay
 2. Change the temperature setting of HVACs according to (5.23), (5.24)
 3. Turn back on the activated EWHs
Wait for 0.5s
 
Figure 5.10  Flowchart of TLC scheme. 




























Figure 5.11.  IEEE RTS 24 bus system. 
Table 5.4.  Parameters of turbine governors 
1
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(MVA) 








































































 Generator at Bus #22 is hydro generator whose time constant is larger. Others are steam 
generators. 
 
Based on the daily demand profile, max(PEWH(t)) = 13.2MW, max(PAC(t)) = 27.4MW. 
The maximal frequency deviations we target to regulate are: ∆fmPRFR = −0.33Hz and 
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5.5.1 Response to step disturbance 
A generation outage of 80MW happens at Bus #2 on both hot day and cool day in 
summer. However, due to the difference in system loading level and responsive load 
capacity, the frequency responses are not necessarily the same. 
At the peak hour (18:10 of the hot day), Psys = 2650.5MW. According to the load profile 
model in Section 5.2, the responsive load capacity (before the disturbance happens) is 
scaled by times of aggregated power of 10,000 devices: 
0
0
( ) 2.5 6.88 17.20








The maximal time delay Tsd is 22s, which is a compromise between a fast response and 
mitigating the frequency overshoot. The simulated bus frequency is shown in Figure 5.12 
(a). With the participation of TLC, the steady-state frequency is promoted from 59.922Hz 
to 59.973Hz, which is within the 60±0.04Hz deadband. Besides, Figure 5.12 (b) indicates 
that the responsive loads are sufficient to implement the TLC strategy. The response speed 
is much faster than AGC, which takes several minutes. 
At the off-peak hour (15:30 of the cool day), however, Psys = 2465MW. The power 
consumptions of two loads are: 
0
0
( ) 2.5 5.27 13.17








As shown in Figure 5.13 (a), f(t) is slightly lower than peak-hour case because the 80MW 
outage takes a larger portion of the system loading level (0.0325Psys) than the peak hour 
case (0.0302Psys). With the participation of TLC, the steady-state frequency is promoted 
from 59.917Hz to 59.960Hz. The reason for being less effective is that the responsive 





(a) Bus #19 frequency 
 
(b) Aggregated responsive load variation 
Figure 5.12.  Disturbance response of TLC during peak hours. 
4.15s, before fnadir is reached. In this case, AGC needs to call a larger amount of spinning 
reserve to bring the frequency back to 60Hz. 
5.5.2 Response to ramp disturbance 
A PV plant with a rated power of 300MW is connected to Bus #2 to replace part of the 
steam generators. The cloud movement can cause a rough ramp decrease in PV power 
output when it is approaching above the PV plant and a ramp increase when it is leaving. 
At the peak hour (13:00 of the hot day), Psys = 2518.0MW. The demands of 25,000 EWHs 
and 25,000 HVACs are: PEWH(t0) = 15.24MW and PAC(t0) = 64.65MW. The cloud 
approaches at t=10s and leaves completely at t = 550s. At t = 503s, when the frequency 
increase is detected, those HVACs that were previously switched off are switched back on 
with a random time delay. The PV power output and the frequency response are shown in 





(a) Bus #19 frequency 
 
(b) Aggregated responsive load variation 
Figure 5.13.  Disturbance response of TLC during off-peak hours. 
a short-term PV power shortage happens. Therefore, the requirement of generator spinning 
reserve is reduced. 
5.5.3 Discussion 
The simulation study illustrates that if the same disturbance happens at different time 
slots of a day, the frequency response can be different due to the variation of responsive 
load profile and system loading level. The performance of TLC in three scenarios is 
compared in Table 5.5. In conclusion, during “valid TLC hours”, the 25,000 EWHs and 







(a) PV power output 
 
(b) Bus #19 frequency 
Figure 5.14.  Response of TLC under PV penetration. 
Table 5.5.  Parameters used for modeling hot-water demand 
1
 
Scenario fnadir (Hz) fss (Hz) 
2
 
Without TLC With TLC Without TLC With TLC 
1 59.808 59.849 59.922 59.973 
2 59.797 59.824 59.917 59.960 
3 59.906 59.916 59.923 57.975 
1
 Scenario 1 is step disturbance, peak hour; Scenario 2 is step disturbance, off-peak hour; 
and Scenario 3 is ramp disturbance, peak hour. 
2
 Since there is noise in frequency, fss means the average frequency after SFR. 
 
The control parameters, kP and kS, are determined by the load aggregator based on the 
maximal value of the demand profile. For instance, if EWHs only takes a small portion of 
the system total loading level (NEWH is small), it is meaningless to set a large kP. kP can also 
be set to a larger value if more residential EWHs are registered for TLC in the future. The 




between homogeneous and heterogeneous cases shows that it works effectively even if the 
thermal parameters of EWHs and HVACs are random. 
5.6 Conclusion 
In this chapter, a dynamic TLC strategy is proposed. Two common thermostatic loads, 
EWHs and HVACs, are utilized for PRFR and SCFR, respectively. Given a particular 
number of loads (without knowing the rated power of individual devices), we can estimate 
the 24-hour demand profile, which provides essential input for conducting TLC. The 
simulation result reveals that the daily demand profiles of the same number of EWHs and 
HVACs are complementary. This is the first contribution of the chapter. The second 
contribution is the proposed TLC strategy for PFR and SFR, with the consideration of 
progressive cycle recovery after a disturbance. In particular, the RS-CR method can 
regulate the aggregated HVAC power without causing power rebound. This method is easy 
to implement in existing HVAC thermostats. The advantage is the indoor temperate does 
not have to be monitored by the load aggregator. Meanwhile, the impact on customers 
comfort is negligible. 
Overall, TLC is an ancillary approach to frequency regulation of bulk power systems. It 
acts as compensation for turbine governor control and AGC. The performance of TLC not 
only depends on the robustness of the control algorithm but also on whether the demand 
capacity is sufficient. In comparison with the previous study, this paper conducts a study 
on more practical issues of TLC. The proposed method and verification study have 
addressed the two issues claimed in Section 5.1. Therefore, TLC can improve the dynamic 





Chapter 6  
Estimating the Profile of Incentive-Based Demand 
Response (IBDR) by Integrating Technical Models 
and Social-Behavioral Factors 
DR is widely recognized as an important approach to balancing the power grid and 
reducing peak load of power systems. In order to better estimate the capability and the 
expense of peak load reduction through DR, we need to obtain a residential load profile 
and customers’ attitudes toward DR programs. Based on a large-scale online survey 
collected among over 1,500 customers from New York and Texas in the U.S., this study 
investigates the relationships among household appliance activities, load profiles, and 
incentive-based DR (IBDR) participation for peak load curtailment through reward 
payment. The daily load profiles of major home appliances are developed. Additionally, 
this chapter estimates the expense of reducing the yearly peak of the local grid load. 
Finally, the study addresses the importance of investigating the multifaceted factors 
affecting IBDR participation and provides useful suggestions to utility companies when 
implementing DR programs.Equation Chapter (Next) Section 1 
6.1 Introduction 
According to the U.S. Energy Information Administration, nearly 4×10
6
 GWh of 
electricity was consumed by the commercial, residential, and industrial sectors in 2015, 
with the residential sector having the largest share of total electricity consumption (38%) 
[126]. Since the residential load is affected by customers’ habits and weather condition, 
extra generation reserve should always be available for serving the system’s yearly peak 
load, which only lasts for a few hours [127]. This is considered uneconomical [9]. 




peak load [128]. As energy demand increases, especially during peak demand hours when 
the load is close to the power system’s supply capacity, there is an increased risk of system 
failure and economically inefficient investment [129]. Therefore, balancing real-time 
power demand and power supply has recently motivated greater utilization of DR 
programs. 
The current potential for using residential loads as DR is significant. To provide an 
example, in the Southern part of the United States, EWHs and HVACs comprise 18.5% 
and 16.0% of yearly energy consumption of residential loads, respectively. In Florida, 
these two indices are 18.1% and 25.3%, respectively [130]. Due to thermal inertia 
characteristics, turning EWHs off or changing HVACs’ thermostat settings for a short 
period of time causes a negligible impact on customer comfort [131]. Therefore, these two 
loads have great potential for peak load reduction via DR programs. Implementing DR 
programs is an effective approach to decrease or shift energy demand by altering 
customers’ electricity usage in response to electricity price signals or financial incentives 
[126], [132]. With the participation of DR, the expense for generation reserve can also be 
reduced. 
In the literature, DR programs are generally classified into two categories: price-based 
demand response (PBDR) and incentive-based demand response (IBDR). Note, IBDR is 
also known as coupon-based demand response (CBDR). In PBDR programs, customers 
pay for the electricity at different prices throughout a day. In IBDR programs, customers 
receive certain amount of financial reward for reducing appliance usage in peak hours, 
such as through direct load control, interruptible load, and emergency demand reduction 
[132]-[134]. Studies suggest that IBDR programs are more effective than PBDR programs 
because people are more motivated to accept an incentive program in which they see 
“bonus” terms [135]-[136]. When designing an IBDR program, it is essential to quantify 
how much demand changes in response to the incentive reward change, which is called 





Previous studies in [126], [132], [137], [138], [11] investigated the demand elasticity of 
residential loads, that is, demand reduction potential with respect to different prices. 
However, there are several important factors that have not been thoroughly addressed: 
 The majority of the previous studies on demand elasticity were based on PBDR, such 
as the potential demand reduction with a dynamic pricing scheme [126]. However, 
little work has been done targeting the elasticity of IBDR, namely the relationship 
between total peak demand reduction and financial incentives. 
 Studies such as [132], [137]-[138] discussed demand elasticity estimation based on the 
overall demand change in response to electricity price or financial incentives. However, 
there is little consideration of specific demand categories or activities, such as EWHs 
or HVACs. Differentiating the DR capacity from EWHs, HVACs, or other loads will 
provide more useful and specific information for utility companies to control load 
accurately. 
 The previous studies considered technical impacts regarding DR [11]. However, there 
was limited number of studies attempting to connect DR potentials with many non-
technical factors such as habits of home appliance usage, willingness of DR 
participation, or other social- behavioral factors (e.g., environmental concern). 
Based on the motivations listed above, a DR survey is designed considering social-
behavioral factors. Then, the modeling of load profiles for major home appliances is 
proposed, such as HVACs and EWHs. Based on the survey result and the load profile 
models, we evaluate the DR potential and the cost of reducing a particular amount of peak 
load through IBDR programs. The methods and contributions of this work are summarized 
as follows: 
 First, the study considers multiple dimensions affecting DR participation, including 
household activities, load profiles, and requested financial reward. 
 Second, the survey is based on 1575 customers, considered sufficient to be statistically 
representative for a 95% confidence level based on representative demographics in 





 Third, a systematic method is established to develop daily profiles for different loads, 
especially HVACs and EWHs, by integrating the social-behavioral survey result and 
the technical models. 
 Finally, the expenses of IBDR for peak load reduction are further estimated from the 
survey results and the load models. The expense estimation provides utility companies 
with essential references for implementing future IBDR programs with fine-tuned DR 
profiles. 
The remaining sections are organized as follows. Section 6.2 briefly discusses survey 
design and data collection procedures. Part of the survey result is presented in Section 6.3. 
Section 6.4 introduces the thermal transfer model of HVACs and EWHs. Then, the 
modeling of daily load profiles is proposed. Section 6.5 estimates the expense of peak load 
reduction through IBDR in two representative states in the U.S., Texas (TX) and New 
York (NY). Section 6.6 concludes the chapter. 
6.2 Formulation of the Problem 
6.2.1 Survey Overview 
In order to better estimate the DR participation in peak load reduction, we designed a 
large-scale online survey to investigate residential customers’ frequency of engaging in 
certain household activities (e.g., heating and cooling), energy consuming habits, and their 
willingness to participate in IBDR programs. Other social-psychological factors were 
considered based on social psychology discipline (see Table 6.1 for an overview of survey 
design). Recent studies have widely addressed the importance of integrating residential 
load modeling and social-psychological factors [126], [140]-[142]. Based on 
interdisciplinary research between social psychology and power system, this survey is 
designed to collect information from 1575 residents in the states of TX and NY. The two 
states are chosen because they represent different climate zones and are sufficiently diverse 
in terms of ethnicity and income. 
Among the 1575 valid responses collected, 785 are from TX and 790 are from NY. The 




Table 6.1.  Overview of demand response participation survey. 
Category Variables/content 
Demographics Age, gender, income, household square footage, occupation, 




 Frequency and time of using washer, dryer and dishwasher, and 
showering in a typical week  
 Time when someone is at home during peak hours in a typical 
week  
 Method of cooling home 
 Electricity payment structure 
Energy-using 
habits 
 Typical temperature settings when someone is at home and no 
one is at home 
 Energy efficiency behaviors – turning off appliances when they 
are not used, setting lower temperatures in winter and higher 
temperatures in summer to save electricity, only washing clothes 




 Basic introduction of DR 
 Previous experience with DR programs 
 Willingness to participate in DR programs (considering specific 
household activities, thermal comfort, time of commitment, and 
incentive amount, etc.) 
 Reasons for participating or not participating in DR 1 




 Social norms, sense of community, environmental and cost 
concerns 
 Trust in utility companies, thermal comfort, frequency of 
discussing energy efficiency, intention to save energy 
 The top three appliances  that are considered critical by customers 
1





statistically valid [139]. Among these participants, 21% come from a single-person 
household, 34% from 2-person household, 20% from 3-person household, and 25% from 
4-person or 5-or-more-person household. The average family size is calculated as 2.7 
persons. In TX, approximately 72.2% of customers have fixed pricing, while others have 
dynamic pricing or peak-and-off-peak pricing. In NY, approximately 58.2% of customers 
have fixed pricing, while others have dynamic pricing or peak-and-off-peak pricing. The 
high percentage of fixed-pricing schemes indicates that IBDR is the only financial 
incentive for customers to reduce their peak load. 
6.2.2 Measures 
1) Household appliance activities: Two main home appliance activities in this study 
include the temperature setting of HVAC and the hot water usage. 
According to the thermal transfer principle, the power profile of the HVAC is related to 
the difference between the outdoor temperature and thermostat temperature setting [143]. 
Therefore, we measure typical household temperature settings when someone is at home 
and when no one is at home during summer weekdays. Considering that a household’s 
temperature setting might be slightly different on different days, we set the options of 3 ˚F 
range in measuring HVAC activities so that it is easier for customers to make the choice 
(Note: American people are more familiar with Fahrenheit than Celsius). For example, 
customers can choose the answer of “64 - 66 ˚F” or “67 - 69 ˚F”. 
The load profile of EWHs is affected by people’s HWCA. The three main HWCAs 
include 1) taking a shower, 2) doing laundry, and 3) washing dishes [43]. They are denoted 
as HWCA-k, where k = 1, 2, 3. Specifically, this study measures 1) the frequency (e.g., 
how many times) of using washing machine, dryer and dishwasher per week, and 2) the 
starting time (in hour) that customers typically engage in HWCAs during the weekday. 
2) Willingness to participate in IBDR: To encourage customers’ participation in IBDR 
programs, many utility companies across the U.S. have provided financial incentives 
anywhere between $ 25 and $ 100 per year, between $ 5 and $ 20 per month, or between 3 
cents to $ 1 per kWh saved [132]. The fixed-dollar reward is more likely to be accepted by 




programs in U.S., the measure of IBDR participation in this study consists of two kinds of 
load reduction: through automatic control and through manual curtailment behavior. 
Automatic control (IBDR Program-1) refers to raising the HVAC temperature settings on 
hot summer weekdays via installation of a free remote controller. Manual curtailment 
(IBDR Program-2) refers to avoiding using certain household appliances for certain 
periods of time. Instead of directly asking for the level of IBDR participation (e.g., from 
“level 1” to “level 5”), the participants were asked to indicate the minimum monthly 
requested reward (offered from June to August) to participate in two IBDR programs. The 
reward payment option is integer dollars ranging from $ 5 to $ 20. 
Specially, the proposed IBDR Program-1 asked: “Suppose your utility company offers 
you a DR program with a free automatic controller which is installed in your HVAC 
system and it will 
 Raise your thermostat setting by 2-3 ˚F for up to 45 minutes on summer weekdays 
when the total demand is high; 
 During very hot days (when outdoor temperature is over 95 ˚F and power is in high 
demand), raise your thermostat by up to 5 ˚F (but not higher than 79 ˚F) for up to 45 
minutes. 
Would you participate in this program?” 
Similarly, the IBDR Program-2 asked, “suppose your electric company offers you 
another IBDR program: You will receive text messages requiring you to do the following 
things during hot summer weekdays when the outside temperature is higher than 90 ˚F: 
 Avoid using dishwasher; 
 Avoid using washing machine and dryer. 
Would you participate in this program?” 
Note: We assume the consumers will follow the contract with their utility or aggregator; 
otherwise, a penalty may apply. Also, the activity of delaying taking a hot shower during 




6.3 Survey Result 
This section presents a statistical analysis on HVAC thermostat settings, frequency of 
HVAC usage and hot water usage activities, and willingness to participate in an IBDR. 
6.3.1 HVAC Thermostat Settings 
The average temperature settings during summer weekdays are 72.0 ˚F and 69.5 ˚F 
when someone is at home in TX and NY, respectively. When no one is at home, the 
temperature settings are 74.7 ˚F and 71.5 ˚F in TX and NY, respectively. Besides, 0.51% 
of residents of TX did not use a cooling system. 
6.3.2 Hot Water Consumption Activity 
The frequency of HWCAs and daily time distribution of HWCA for both TX and NY is 
obtained. Table 6.2 presents the daily average usage of three appliances with respect to 
HWCAs. On average, we observed that each family used the washing machine, dryer and 
dishwasher roughly 0.5 times per day. 
Generally, the HWCA profiles obtained in hourly resolution were not accurate enough 
for modelling the residential load profile. Therefore, we conducted quadratic interpolation 
with the original data to obtain the HWCA profile of a 5 minute resolution, as shown in 
Figure 6.1. The HWCA profile is denoted as PerCk(t), representing the percentage between 
5-minute hot water usage and the daily total usage. For example, in Figure 6.1 (a), 
PerC1(97) = 0.85% means that 0.85% of the families take hot showers in the 97-th time 
segment (8:00:00 - 8:05:00). Thus, the cumulative percentage of all time steps equals to 1. 
288
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Table 6.2.  Daily average usage frequency of home appliances. 
State Washing machine Dryer Dishwasher 
TX 0.537 0.539 0.502 








(b) New York 
Figure 6.1.  Statistical daily HWCA profile. 
The figure indicates that the majority of residents take shower in the morning (6:00 - 
9:00), the off-peak hours; while they choose to wash clothes and dishes in the evening. 
6.3.3 Elasticity and Willingness to Participate in IBDR 
In the two IBDR programs we proposed, customers identified the minimum monthly 
financial reward for reducing power consumption during peak hours in the three-month 
period. Based on traditional economics assumptions, if the reward payment is higher, the 
number of customers participating in IBDR programs will increase. We assume that if a 
customer accepts the program at a minimal monthly reward of πmin dollars, he/she will 
definitely accept the program at a reward of π dollars (π > πmin). Figure 6.2 presents the 
cumulative participation rate concerning different monthly reward. Note that we have 







(b) New York 
Figure 6.2.  Accumulative participation rate of two DR programs. 
out of 790 NY residents choose not to accept IBDR Program-1 because they don’t have an 
HVAC; while 11 residents in NY choose not to accept IBDR Program-2 because they 
don’t have a washer, dryer or dishwasher. Based on the survey result, $ 5 or $ 10 monthly 
payments are acceptable values for load aggregator companies [132]. Therefore, they are 
adopted for further analysis. The following important conclusions can also be made: 
 The participation rates of IBDR Program-1 and IBDR Program-2 display a similar trend. 
In fact, when a customer chooses πmin for participating in Program-1, he/she tends to 
choose the same payment value for Program-2. 
 The participation rates for both TX and NY do not increase linearly with the increased 
reward amount. In particular, the rate experiences a sudden increase when the reward 




 The participation rates at $5, 10, 15, and 20 are roughly linear. 
This chapter also investigates the reasons for not accepting the two DR programs. For 
Program-1, some participants indicate an unwillingness to be controlled, which is 
consistent with the conclusion in [132], other reasons include 1) being a renter without the 
permission to install a thermostat controller, and 2) having seniors or babies at home who 
are sensitive to temperature change. For Program-2, some participants indicate an 
unwillingness to be controlled or a wish to do laundry whenever needed. 
6.4 Modeling of Daily Load Profile 
The IBDR program entails the aggregator “buying” permission to control customers’ 
home appliance in order to reduce the system peak load. Since daily activities on home 
appliances are important for DR program design, utilities need to know specifically how 
much load can be reduced in each hour [145]. The modeling of HVAC and EWH load 
profiles were proposed in [43], [50], respectively. 
The scheme of load modeling is shown in Figure 6.3: The light-blue block represents 
model input; the green block represents household activities; and the orange block 
represents model output. Household activities may cause one or two loads being switched 
on. For example, space cooling involves the HVAC, while washing clothes involves the 
EWH, washing machine and dryer. In this model, we assume that each family has one 
HVAC, EWH, washing machine, dryer and dishwasher. The number of each type of 
appliance therefore equals the number of families (NF) who participate in the IBDR 
program. 
The daily power profiles of all the appliances in Figure 6.3 will be modeled based on 
the survey result in Section 6.3. In Subsection 6.4.1, the direct calculation method of 
HVAC load profile (related to Program-1) is proposed and compared with the simulation-
based method. In Subsections 6.4.2 and 6.4.3, the load profile models of appliances related 







Figure 6.3.  Load profile modeling scheme of one family. 
6.4.1 Modeling of HVAC Profile 
HVACs maintain the room temperature through a thermostat. There are two-order and 
one-order thermal transfer models that describe the thermal dynamic process of HVACs 
[50], [146]. In this paper, the one-order model is adopted for simplicity. When the HVAC 
is working in cooling mode, the heat transfer function is a single differential equation [50]: 
,
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The discrete form of (6.2) is 
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The main parameters of the heat transfer model are listed in Table 6.3 [117], [122]. In 
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θa,max and θa,min are upper and lower temperature limits of the deadband. Let θa,s be the 
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                                              (6.5) 
In order to simplify the modeling of aggregated HVAC, it is reasonable to make the 
following assumptions [143]: 
 An HVAC is kept in operation through the day. The temperature setting remains 
constant. 
 RA is inverse proportional to Ar and CA is proportional to Ar, as listed in Table 6.3. 
 A uniformly random multiplier between 0.5 and 1.5 is applied to the Ar and QA values 
of each house. Then, RA and CA are randomized accordingly. 
 The initial indoor temperature of a day is uniformly distributed: θ(0) ~ U(θa,min, θa,max). 
 
Table 6.3.  Parameters of the heat transfer model of HVACs. 
Parameter Typical value 
House area Ar 
Thermal resistance of the target house RA 
Thermal capacitance of the target house CA 
Heat transfer rate QA 
Temperature setting of HVAC θa,s 
Thermostat deadband of HVAC θa,db 
Cooling efficiency η 
150 m
2











Based on (6.3)-(6.4) and the randomized θ(0), the SA(t) of a house can be simulated. 
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Based on the parameters in Table 6.3 and outdoor temperature data, the aggregated load 
profile of 10,000 HVACs is simulated, as shown in Figure 6.4. The outdoor temperature 
includes a typical hot summer day and a cool summer day in Houston in 2017 [147]. In 
this scenario, during the daytime (9:00 - 20:00), every 10,000 HVACs consume 30 - 80 
MW power depending on the outdoor temper- ature. The power demand of HVACs in 
particular is quite high during 12:00 - 17:00 of a hot day and there is great potential for 
peak load reduction. 
Although very accurate, the above simulation-based method does not provide an 
intuitive, explicit impact of temperature setting change on the load profile. Thus, a direct 
calculation method is developed based on the characteristics of aggregated HVACs. In this  
 
 




method, we use the average Ar and QA to represent the random parameters (to fix the 
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where ( )ia t  is the room temperature of the i-th HVAC. According to the linearity 
characteristic of the derivative, (6.7) is transformed into 
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According to the simulation result in Figure 6.4, the average indoor temperature ( )a t  
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Substituting (6.9) into (6.8) gives 
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    is the ratio of devices that are in the ON state [116]. Thus, the 
total power consumption is 
 
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An important conclusion is drawn from (6.11): the power consumption of aggregated 
HVACs is proportional to the difference between the outdoor/indoor temperature. It is not 
necessary to know the heating transfer rate of each HVAC when estimating PA(t). Eq. 
(6.11) can also be explained in an intuitive manner: Each HVAC is switched on and off 
periodically to compensate the heat injection from outside to inside the house; during the 




should be proportional to the product of the temperature difference and the house thermal 
conductance GA (GA = 1/RA). 
With the same outdoor temperature profile (shown in Figure 6.4) and the thermal 
parameters, we can calculate load profiles by using Eq. (6.11). The load profiles obtained 
by simulation and direct calculation are compared in Figure 6.5. The figure indicates that 
even if the thermal parameters are heterogeneous in the simulated profile, the calculated 
load profile matches well with the simulated one. Furthermore, the load reduction achieved 
by IBDR Program-1 can be directly estimated if the change of θa,s is known without many 
other parameters. 
6.4.2 Modeling of EWH Profile 
The power consumption of EWHs is determined by two independent factors: water tank 
heat dissipation and customers’ hot water usage. If more customers use hot water, more 
EWHs will be switched on due to a decrease in the water temperature. An analytical 
behavior model of EWHs is proposed, combining the above two factors. 
1) Effect of Heat Dissipation: This paper considers the one-order thermal transfer model 
of EWHs. The heat transfer equation is given by (6.12) [48]. 
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where θw(t) is the real-time water temperature in the EWH water tank, cP is the specific 
heat of water (J/kg˚C) and W(t) is the rate of water usage (l/s). The main parameters are 
listed in Table 6.4 [48]. SE(t) is given by (5.3). 
If there are no HWCAs, we have W(t) = 0. Similar to (6.11), the aggregated power of NF 
devices is given by (6.13). The only difference is that the heating efficiency of an EWH is 
100% because of its purely resistive feature. 
 , ,
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                                               (6.13) 
where PE,HD(t) is the total power of EWHs caused by heat dissipation. 
2) Effect of HWCA: In each HWCA, hot water is assumed to be drawn gradually from 
the tank, and the same volume of cold water is injected simultaneously. As a consequence, 
the water temperature will fall below θw,min, and the heating element will switch on for a 
time duration of TE,k to bring the water temperature above θw,min [43]. An HWCA usually 
lasts for 10 - 60 minutes, which is much shorter than the operation cycle (around 10 hours) 
[48]. Therefore, we can neglect the water heat dissipation during TE,k. Since θw,s – θw,co >> 
θw,db, TE,k is given by, 
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                          (6.14) 
where ρ is the density of water, and Volk is the hot water demand of the HWCA-k. The 
typical HWCA parameters and the corresponding TE,k are shown in Table 6.5, representing 
 
Table 6.4.  Parameters of the heat transfer model of EWHs. 
Parameter Value 
Thermal resistance of the water tank RE 
Thermal capacitance of the water CE 
Heat energy transfer rate QE 
Indoor air temperature θa,in 
Cold water temperature θw,co 
Water temperature setting θw,s 












Table 6.5.  Parameters for modeling hot water demand. 











the general household practice of American residents [118]-[119]. Furthermore, if 
uniformly random multipliers are applied to Volk and QE, Eq. (6.14) can still be used to 
calculate the operation duration of the aggregated EWH. The detailed deduction is in 
Appendix-C. Based on (6.12), the 24-hour water temperature and power consumption of a 
typical EWH is simulated, as shown in Figure 6.6. According to the figure, the HWCA 
with the smallest water demand can even cause the heating element to be switched on to 
recover the water temperature. 
The aggregated power profile of EWHs is based on the HWCA profile obtained from 
our survey (shown in Figure 6.1). We make the following assumptions in order to simplify 
the modeling: 
 θw,s and θw,db are homogeneous for each home. Also, θa,in and θw,co are constant. 
 The number of HWCA-1 (taking shower) per day is proportional to the family size (m). 
Based on the survey, each family has 2.7 persons in average. The daily average numbers 
of HWCA-2 (doing laundry) and HWCA-3 (washing dishes) are used in the model. 
 
 




 Since NF is a large number in practice, the total number of HWCAs at t is proportional 
to the statistical percentage at this time step (shown in Figure 6.1). 
According to the Law of Large Numbers [149], the total number of the HWCA-k at time 
t is: 
 , ,( ) ( ) ( ) ( 1, 2, , 288)E k E k F k k kN t E N t N PerC t m Freq t                  (6.15) 
where NE,k(t) is the total number of EWHs being switched on at t, mk is the family size 
factor, and m = {2.7, 1, 1}, Freqk is the times of doing the event k. According to the survey 
result in Table 6.1, Freq = {1, 0.54, 0.50} in TX case. [.] is the rounding sign. Therefore, at 
time step t, there are NE,k(t) EWHs being switched on and kept in operation for a time 
duration of TE,k. 
For the HWCA-k, we first initialize the vector 
, 288 1[0, 0, , 0]HWCA k  LP , where ,HWCA kP  
is the EWH power consumption caused by HWCA-k. Then, after the time step t, ,HWCA kP  is 
updated by Eq. (6.16). 
 , , , ,( ) ( ) ( ) 1, 2, ... , [ ]
new old
HWCA k HWCA k E k E E kP i P i N t Q i t t t T                   (6.16) 
where , ( )
old
HWCA kP i / , ( )
new
HWCA kP i  is the total power before/after updating at t, respectively. In the 
example of HWCA-3, we have TE,k = 20 minutes (4 time steps). As illustrated by Figure 
6.7, the value 
,3( 4)HWCAP t   is the cumulative power caused by the HWCA at t, t + 1, t + 2 
and t + 3. Following the same procedure for the other two HWCAs, we can estimate the 
EWH power consumption caused by HWCAs, denoted as PHWCA(t). The total power 
consumption of EWHs is the combination effect of heat dissipation and three HWCAs, 
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Finally, Figure 6.8 presents the aggregated EWH power profile PE(t) of 10,000 EWHs. 
Although the registered capacity of EWHs is 25 MW, the real-time power demand ranges 
between 1.09 - 11.52 MW. Specially, there are two peak load points in the daily load 
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Figure 6.7.  Formulation of probabilistic load profile of EWHs. 
 
Figure 6.8.  Aggregated EWH power profile for 10,000 families. 
6.4.3 Modeling of Laundry Profile and Dishwashing Profile 
The washing machine, dryer, and dishwasher can be approximated as the constant 
power loads. The basic parameters of three appliances are listed in Table 6.6 [150]-[152]. 
According to the definition in Subsection 6.4.2, the aggregated load profiles of the three 
appliances are modeled based on the profiles of HWCA-2, HWCA-2 and HWCA-3, 
respectively. 
1) Washing Machine: Similar to (6.15)-(6.16), the total number of washing machines 
being switched on at time t is: 
 2 2 2( ) ( ) ( 1, 2, , 288)WM FN t N PerC t m Freq t                          (6.18) 
Then, NWM(t) washing machines keep in operation for a duration of TWM. The vector PWM is 




Table 6.6.  Basic information of home appliances. 
Appliance (abbreviation) Rated power (kW) Average operation 
duration (minutes) 
Washing machine (WM) 
Dryer (DY) 
Dishwasher (DW) 
PWM = 0.85 
PDY = 3.60 
PDW = 1.20 
TWM = 40 
TDY = 40 
TDW = 35 
 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) 1, 2, ... ,new oldWM WM WM WM WMP i P i N t P i t t t T                        (6.19) 
2) Dryer: According to Table 6.2, the average daily frequencies of using washing 
machines and using dryers can be approximated as equal values. Therefore, after NWM(t) 
washing machines finish working (at the time t + TWM), the same number of dryers (NDY(t) 
= NWM(t)) are switched on for a duration of TDY. 
 ( ) ( ) ( ) 1, 2, ... ,new oldDY DY WM DY WM WM WM DYP i P i N t P i t T t T t T T              (6.20) 
3) Dishwasher: The total number of dishwashers being switched on at time t is 
 3 3 3( ) ( ) ( 1, 2, , 288)DW FN t N PerC t m Freq t                           (6.21) 
Then, NDW(t) dishwashers are kept in operation for a duration of TDW. 
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4) Combining Three Appliances: Finally, the load profiles of three appliances are 
calculated and added up: PWM(t), PDY(t) and PDW(t). Figure 6.9 presents the combined load 
profiles in TX case. The three appliances are marked with different colors. Apparently, the 
power consumption of three appliances is much smaller than that of EWHs because: 1) 
they operate less frequently than EWHs; 2) the power ratings of washing machines and 
dishwashers are smaller than those of EWHs. 
6.5 Expense of Load Reduction by IBDR Programs: A Case Study 
Based on the survey result in Section 6.3 and load profile model in Section 6.4, we are 
able to estimate the potential capacity of major home appliances for IBDR programs and to 





Figure 6.9.  Aggregated power profile of three appliances for 10,000 families. 
6.5.1 Indices of Yearly Peak Load 
In this study, the duration of x% yearly peak load (Tx%,yrpk) is defined, meaning the 
cumulative number of hours when the system loading level exceeds x% (0 < x < 100) of 
the yearly peak load (Pyrpk) of the local grid. We conduct a case study with two 
representative cities selected from TX and NY: Houston and New York City (NYC). 
According to the load profile from ERCOT [127] and NYISO [153], the Tx%,yrpk indices of 
Houston and NYC are shown in Table 6.7. Additionally, the 95% (or above 95%) yearly 
peak load only happen in June, July and August. For the two cities, Figure 6.10 presents 
the load profiles and air temperature profiles (from [147]) in the week when Pyrpk happens. 
We can observe that the load usually exceeds 0.95Pyrpk during 13:00 - 18:00 in Houston 
and during 13:00 - 19:00 in NYC, when the outdoor temperature is relatively high. 
Therefore, there is a strong correlation between daytime loading level and outdoor 
temperature. 
Table 6.7.  Pyrpk and T95%peak of different cities in 2017. 
Target city Houston
1
, TX NYC & Long Island
2
, NY 
Pyrpk 20.10 GW 15.83 GW 
Date of yearly peak load Friday, August 18
th
 Thursday, July 20
th
 
T95%peak 51 hour 55 hour 
T98%peak 13 hour 16 hour 
1
 Houston represents the metro area of the city. 
2











































(b) NYC and Long Island, NY. 
Figure 6.10.  Daily load & outdoor temperature profile in 2017. 
Daily x% peak energy (Ex%,yrpk) is defined as cumulative energy consumption when the 
loading level exceeds x%·Pyrpk,, as illustrated in Figure 6.11. Obviously, Ex%,yrpk is zero if 
the peak load of this day is lower than x%·Pyrpk. The Ex%,yrpk curves of several heavy-load 
days are shown in Figure 6.12, which illustrates that we need to cut off the largest amount 
of peak energy on August 18
th
 (in Houston) or on July 20
th
 (in NYC & Long Island) if 



















Figure 6.12.  Daily peak energy in 2017: (a) Houston; (b) NYC and Long Island. 
6.5.2 Peak Load Reduction by the IBDR Program-1 
According to (6.11), the load reduction amount caused by temperature setting change 
(∆θa,s) is: 
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              (6.23) 
Eq. (6.23) calculates the potential load reduction that is caused by the HVAC control. The 
2017 temperature profile in Houston indicates that the outdoor temperature exceeded 95 ˚F 
for at least 10 days in July or August. Based on the DR survey questionnaire, the DR 
aggregator is allowed to raise the HVAC temperature setting by 5 ˚F (= 2.78 ˚C). In NYC 




Consequently, the DR aggregator is allowed to raise the temperature setting by only 3 ˚F 
( = 1.67 ˚C). 
In recent years, many optimal control strategies have been proposed to achieve this 
target load reduction while preventing a power rebound after load recovery [116], [117], 
[154]. In particular, the optimal sequential dispatch strategy proposed in [117] can realize 
the flexible control of HVACs for 15 - 60 minutes. According to our DR survey, each 
HVAC can be controlled for a maximal duration of TDR1,max = 45 minutes. Therefore, the 
maximal load reduction capability of IBDR program-1 (∆EDR1,max) is estimated by (6.24). 
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Based on the virtual IBDR contract (presented in Subsection 6.2.2) and housing market 
data, the input parameters of (6.24) and the calculation results are shown in Table 6.8. 
Taking Houston as an example, if the monthly reward is $5, the daily peak load on 
August 18
th
 (= Pyrpk) is reduced by 243.8 MW and 1.21% according to the peak energy 
curve in Figure 6.12 (a). Similarly, if the monthly reward is $10, Pyrpk is reduced by 459.0 







the system loading level can also be reduced below 19.64 GW (= 20.10 – 0.459) with a 
smaller load reduction amount. Therefore, the required power generation capacity for 
Houston can be reduced by 459 MW, which means the utilities may delay the construction 
of the additional generation unit for yearly peak load. 
The expenses of IBDR reward payment and constructing generation units are listed in 
Table 6.9. Generally, the IBDR program-1 is conducted in three summer months per year. 
Therefore, the cost of increasing per 100MW generation unit (with natural gas) equals the 
reward payment for 36.2 years (Option 1) or 13.0 years (Option 2) in TX. In addition, 
when a generation unit is started for peak load, it also involves fuel costs and start-up costs 





Table 6.8.  Calculation of load reduction capability and cost. 









RA 0.625 ˚C/kW 0.500 ˚C/kW 
∆θa,s 2.78 ˚C 1.67 ˚C 
TDR1,max 0.75 hour 0.75 hour 



























∆EDR1,max 417.1 MWh 519.4 MWh 




274.7 MW (1.74%) 








$ 10 monthly 
reward 
kDR1 31.5% 35.8% 





∆EDR1,max 1095 MWh 1215 MWh 




442.1 MW (2.79%) 








 kDR1 is the participation rate of the DR program-1. 
Table 6.9.  Average cost for serving peak load in U.S. 
State IBDR cost (million 
$/100MW) 
Construction cost of generation 
unit (million $/100MW) [158] 
TX Option 1: 0.641/month 
Option 2: 1.788/month 
Natural gas: 69.6 
Petroleum liquid: 102.1 
Biomass: 153.1 
Wind plant: 166.1 
NY Option 1: 0.943/month 






Furthermore, the IBDR can also be used for frequency regulation service. Due to its 
short time scale (several minutes), it has little impact on customers comfort [83]. Therefore, 
the benefit of an IBDR program is not limited to peak load reduction. 
6.5.3 Peak Load Reduction by the IBDR Program-2 
The HWCA-related load profile is shown in Figure 6.13, which was obtained by adding 
up the load profile of EWHs, washing machine, dryer and dishwashers. Comparing Figure 
6.10 and Figure 6.13, we can conclude that the peak of the HWCA-related load profile 
(7:30 - 8:30 and 19:30 - 21:30) does not synchronize with the system peak load (14:00 - 
18:00). Therefore, the HWCA-related loads do not have sufficient potentials for peak load 
reduction in TX and NY and are not recommended for future IBDR programs. However, 
EWHs are good candidates for under-frequency load shedding when the system meets with 
a contingency [83]. 
6.6 Conclusion 
IBDR has considerable potential for power system peak load reduction from a utility’s 
perspective. This chapter presents a systematic approach to evaluate IBDR potential by 
combining a technical model and a social-behavioral survey. The result validates the 
proposed approach and serves as a guide for utilities’ IBDR programs. The contribution is  
 
 




summarized as follows. 
 The approach of combining the technical model and the survey of consumers’ behavior 
patterns is a new method for utility companies to evaluate an IBDR profile in their 
service territories. The survey described in this chapter was conducted among 
consumers in the states of TX and NY, so the study results can be directly used as 
guidelines for IBDR potentials in areas similar to TX or NY. Meanwhile, the survey 
methodology can be generalized for other areas even if they have consumers with 
different behavior patterns. 
 Customers’ habits of appliance usage and motivation for participating in IBDR 
programs were investigated based on the large-scale survey of over 1,500 customers. 
The survey result is reliable because social-behavioral factors are considered in the 
design of the questionnaire. In particular, the result suggests that it is most beneficial 
for utility companies to provide the monthly reward payment of $5 or $10. Reasons for 
not participating in IBDR program were also addressed. The result analysis provides 
critical guidance to power utilities on designing effective IBDR programs. 
 Furthermore, the modeling of a daily load profile is proposed for evaluating the cost 
performance of IBDR. The survey result is an input of the load model. Based on the 
result analysis and the proposed load model, the expense of reducing the yearly peak 
load for a particular amount is estimated. In particular, the IBDR program is more 
economic in TX due to higher outdoor temperature. The cost of building extra 
generation units (with natural gas) equals the reward payment for 36.2 years (with the 
option of a $5 monthly reward) or 13.0 years (with the option of a $10 monthly reward). 
The conclusion helps utilities to compare the expense of peak load reduction and the 
expense of building the new generation units. 
This research work has useful implications for future works with a more comprehensive 
economic evaluation of IBDR, including the fuel costs and start-up costs under unit 
commitment consideration. With large-scale participation in DR, the benefits to the 
industry include the savings for: 1) the expense of building extra generation units for 





Chapter 7  
Conclusions and Future Works 
7.1 Conclusions and Contributions 
Demand side control for frequency regulation is a promising research topic owing to the 
increasing penetration of renewable energy and new requirements of smart grid 
development. Many pioneering works have been done on this topic in recent years which 
have approached the topic from diverse angles and with a variety of assumptions. In this 
dissertation, DDC is designed for both PRFR and SCFR. The participation of DDC can 
improve the dynamic performance of a system and reduce the requirements of generator 
spinning reserve. 
Chapter 3 proposes an analytical method for obtaining ASFR model parameters. The 
method is proven by mathematical deduction and verified by time domain simulation. First, 
the analytical ASFR model is shown to replace the bus frequency of the MM-SFR model 
with very high accuracy (<1% error). Second, the ASFR model represents the small-scale 
system with acceptable accuracy (<5% error). Third, in a large-scale system, the ASFR 
model is less accurate for representing the bus frequency but can still represent the COI 
frequency accurately. Therefore, as a fast calculation tool, the ASFR model supports 
studies related to power system dynamics, such as demand control for frequency regulation, 
maximal wind power penetration with frequency criteria, and dynamic model reduction. In 
this dissertation, the ASFR model provides the later DDC studies with a solid theoretical 
foundation. 
Chapter 4 proposes a hybrid DDC strategy combineing centralized parameter-setting 
and decentralized control action. According to this method, each load controller first 
decides whether to participate in PRFR according to the forecast frequency nadir. Then at 
the steady-state, the load controller also participates in SCFR if the frequency is beyond 




approximated frequency droop characteristic similar to generators. Additionally, the 
control parameters can be updated by the control center, which has a low communication 
requirement. 
Chapter 5 is an extension of the study in Chapter 4. Two typical thermostatic loads, 
EWHs and HVACs, are considered in the DDC strategy. Thus, we use a more specific 
term, TLC to replace DDC. In the TLC strategy, the 24-hour demand profile is estimated. 
Furthermore, the RS-CR method can regulate the aggregated HVAC power to achieve the 
specified load reduction amount for the specified period in a decentralized manner. The 
control strategy is easy to implement in existing HVAC thermostats but effectively 
mitigates the load rebound during the recovery period. 
Chapter 6 presents a systematic approach to evaluate IBDR potential by combining the 
technical model and a social-behavioral survey. This is a new method for utility companies 
to evaluate the IBDR profile in their service territories. The survey result is reliable 
because social-behavioral factors are considered in the design of the questionnaire. 
Furthermore, the modeling of daily load profile is proposed for evaluating the potential of 
IBDR. Based on the result analysis and the proposed load model, the expense of reducing 
the yearly peak load for a particular amount is estimated and compared with the expense of 
building an extra generation unit. Meanwhile, since short-term load control does not affect 
customers comfort, it is convenient to include frequency regulation service in IBDR 
programs. 
7.2 Suggestions for Future Works 
This dissertation can be improved and extended in the following aspects: 
 The analytical method to aggregate the MM-SFR model can be extended to other 
multi-branch s-domain transfer function models. One example is the aggregation of 
multiple exciters, which is a major step in power system dynamic model reduction. In 
addition to the power system application, the aggregation method provides the control 
theory with a generic idea for reducing the multi-branch transfer function that consists 




 IBDR can be utilized to provide both long-term and short-term ancillary services. The 
long term service aims at enhancing system security and reducing customers’ 
electricity bills, including load following, peak shaving and valley filling. The short-
term service aims at improving the system dynamic response, including PRFR and 
SCFR. Although sufficient achievement has been made on these two topics, a 
framework for coordinating the long-term control and short-term control for the same 
group of responsive loads is still lacking. 
 In addition to the technical phase of DDC, some economic issues are also interesting to 
explore. First, it is necessary to design a future ancillary service market including DDC. 
Second, the economic advantages of DDC need to be quantitatively verified. Both the 
technical and economic issues can be important future research directions. 
 HVAC is the largest commercial and residential load in many cities. This dissertation 
is focused on traditional constant-speed air conditioners, in which the compressor is 
turned on and off periodically to keep the room temperature within the deadband. 
However, in recent years, more variable-speed air conditioners have been utilized, 
especially in commercial buildings. Therefore, the TLC strategy for variable-speed air 
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Appendix A  Deduction of Error Function Parameters 
The Formulation of ASFR Model 
According to the definition of the ASFR model (shown in Figure 3.4), we have 
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Substituting (3.17) to the right-hand side of (A1) gives 
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Linear Approximation of Turbine Governor Function 
The right side of (3.22) can be expressed as a polynomial function: 
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Table A1. Coefficients of the transfer function. 
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Assume there exists a pair of AR and AG values that make the left and right side of (A5) 
have an equal frequency characteristic: 
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Substituting (A6) to the expression of other coefficients, we can conclude p3/q3 = ARFHi < 
0.36 and p2/q2 ≈ AGFHi < 0.1. Therefore, at the low-frequency band, the coefficients p3 and 
p2 can be neglected. Then, the approximated equation (3.22) is proved. 
The Coefficients of the Error Function 
The coefficients of PR(s) are deducted as follows: 
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The expression of a1 is simplified by substituting λ1 + λ2 = 1 and X = λ1X1 + λ2X2, 
respectively: 
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Similarly, the expression of a2 is simplified. a2 is amplified twice as follows: 
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We can observe that the second term of a2 reaches the maximum when TR1 = 14s, TR2 = 6s, 
FH1 = 0.15s and FH2 = 0.4s: 
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Appendix B  Characteristics of Thermostatic Loads 
Let T be the cycle of a thermostatic-controlled load, where T = Ton + Toff. Φ ~ U(0, T) is 
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X(t) = q(t + Φ) is called random-phasor periodic function. At any given time t, the mean 
value of the function is 
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Since q(t) is a periodic function: 
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Within a narrow temperature deadband, the temperature of a single device can be 
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                                                         (B5) 
For a large number of devices, we have t – Φ ~ U(0, T) at any observing point t. For all 
the loads that are in the ON state, since βon < 0, 
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Appendix C  Average Approximation of EWH Modeling 
To model the uncertainty of EWH model parameters, we apply a uniformly random 
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where iEQ  is the heating rate of the i-th EWH, and 
i
kVol  is the hot water demand of the i-th 
device, HWCA-k. EQ  and kVol  are the corresponding average values. According to the 
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Therefore, we can use the average value of 
EQ  and kVol  to approximate their uniformly 
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